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LEANLEAN--STATEMENTSTATEMENT
Every thing we do is based on the Japanese concept KAI-
ZEN (or TPS - Toyota Production System). Our top priorities 
are: “Use your brain, not your wallet” and “There’s no end to 
improvement”. “Improve your life for at least 2 seconds every 
day”. The philosophy of KAIZEN is a central component of 
our success. KAIZEN or LEAN-THINKING isn’t a religion or 
a seminar. It describes a way of thinking, which is able to 

improve work life and private life a lot. This way of thinking is 
included in every thing we do since more than 9 years now. 
But KAIZEN or LEAN’s a lot more. Just visit our manufac-
turing in Windeck and meet one of the friendliest and most 
motivated teams I ever saw!

TIMES ARE CHANGING...TIMES ARE CHANGING...
...that‘s for sure!

But what will never change is that we will do our best every day to provide you with high-quality, useful and time-saving 
tools that will make your life easier now and in the future.

We are very happy to finally be able to present our products to you face to face after almost two years without a tra-
de show appearance. In our opinion, the signmaking business is more than ever dependent on the personal exchange 
between manufacturers and users to initiate new developments and drive this industry forward. Even in times of online 
meetings and social media groups we value the direct contact with you very much and are looking forward to your feed-
back and ideas.

In the meantime, our product development has of course progressed and we are proud of the new items that will premiere 
at FESPA. Furthermore, we will present you our new booth, which will surely be one of the highlights of this show ;-)

However, we also always have an eye on the future and the associated challenges of digital transformation. So we had to 
allow ourselves to ask whether a printed catalog really still has a reason for existence or whether this is already an extinct 
dinosaur from days gone by.

We still love catalogs and so we decided to develop this „hybrid catalog“. The listing of our products gives you a perfect 
overview of our complete range of tools and the QR codes in the product column direct you to the details, prices, applica-
tion images and videos of the item. This way, the printed catalog always stays up to date and becomes a reference book 
for optimizing your everyday life.

We hope you enjoy looking at and browsing through the „hybrid“ catalog. If you have any ideas or suggestions, we look 
forward to receiving a call or e-mail from you.

Your Yello‘s
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NEW PRODUCTSNEW PRODUCTS
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Once again it was the ingenious Rainer Lorz who once 
more unhinges physics a little to make your life easier.

Rainer thought and experimented for a very long time ab-
out how to facilitate the pre-stretching and fitting of tinting 
films on vehicle windows. The result is impressive: A small 

mist of the new liquid is enough to reduce the surface tension of glass or painted surfaces 
like by magic, it reduces the surface tension of glass or painted surfaces WITHOUT leaving 
behind a greasy film, which would then probably have a negative effect on the overall result.

In fact, this „magic“ can be easily undone. Either by a short wipe with Surface Cleaner or with a 
hot air gun and 80 degrees (Celsius) of warm air. If a spot has been forgotten, the sun will do it 
for you...even if Vinylfilm has already been applied over it.

Vinyl expert and application trainer Rainer Lorz fulfilled a wish with 
us and designed HIS dream squeegee, which he had been planning 
for a long time. He wanted a squeegee which one likes to hold in the 
pocket as well as in the hand and which are absolutely multi-func-
tional applicable. 

No matter whether it‘s signmaking, window tinting, car wrapping or 
PPF: with the different Shore hardnesses and two different cross-
section profiles (Yel-Lo Plek and Plek Blade), we cover all areas here. 
Whether it is small corners to stick as a so-called „Micro-Squee-
gee“, deeper lying areas, whether you need to pick up the most dif-
ferent sealing rubbers, a firmer pressure when tinting windows need, 
or deeper areas in the paint protection applications at for instance 
bumpers or other need to work in properly.

The special shape is designed so that you can turn the squeegee 
in one hand and so can also press edges slowly without damaging 
the material. Through the hole in the middle (center finder) you turn 
the squeegee like a spinner automatically and quickly to the desired 
application. Whether larger surfaces or light curves - with the Yel-Lo 
Plek and the Plek Blade everything goes very easily from your hand.

As you can already guess - its absolutely pleasant and ergonomic 
shape comes in reference to the music industry. The comparison fits 
well: What Jimi Hendrix was for the music world - Rainer Lorz is to-

day for the world of self-adhesive vinyls 
:) You play with the Best...!

Yel-Lo Plek / Plek BladeYel-Lo Plek / Plek Blade

Yel-Lo Plek 

Plek Blade

The smart way of breaking surface tension

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Plek Blade

Plek Blade

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Yel-Lo Plek 

Plek Blade

Plek Blade

Plek Blade
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You want a little more pressure on your squeegee surface? A little more 
ergonomics for larger projects or simply a longer arm for hard-to-reach 
corners? From now on this is no longer a problem. Our new squeegee 
handle TwinBase Handle allows you to do all that. 

Whether as a pure handle with a 15cm long shaft, a 60cm extension 
or extendable up to 90cm: No problem. Thanks to the innovative „half-
squeegee technology“ of the TwinBase system, you can insert any desired 
squeegee hardness into the headpiece. The TwinBase Handle is delivered 
with our YelloTwin Lip Gold. This gives you maximum flexibility and 
a solution for even the most complicated applications.

Versions:
• TwinBase Handle 15

• TwinBase Handle 60

• TwinBase Handle Flexi

Extreme adhesive power on non-magnetic surfaces

When we launched the MagTape Ruler series many years ago, we had no 
idea that this revolutionary idea would one day make the lives of thou-
sands of signmakers easier :-)

But we also received customer feedback asking for a version 
of the popular rulers to which prints or vinyls would adhere 
even better. Said, done: Now there is the „Power“ version of 
the MagTape Ruler made of 1 mm thick sheet metal. Thanks 
to the stronger material, they can apply three times as much 
traction as the original, but are less flexible. We therefore conti-
nue to offer the regular version and leave it up to the users to decide 
for which purpose they use one of the two variants.

TwinBase HandleTwinBase Handle

MageTape Ruler PowerMageTape Ruler Power

with our YelloTwin Lip Gold. This gives you maximum flexibility and 
a solution for even the most complicated applications.

Whether as a pure handle with a 15cm long shaft, a 60cm extension 
or extendable up to 90cm: No problem. Thanks to the innovative „half-
squeegee technology“ of the TwinBase system, you can insert any desired 
squeegee hardness into the headpiece. The TwinBase Handle is delivered 
with our YelloTwin Lip Gold. This gives you maximum flexibility and with our YelloTwin Lip Gold. This gives you maximum flexibility and 
a solution for even the most complicated applications.

Versions:
• TwinBase Handle 15

• TwinBase Handle 60

• TwinBase Handle Flexi

a solution for even the most complicated applications.

• TwinBase Handle 15

• TwinBase Handle 60

• TwinBase Handle Flexi

or extendable up to 90cm: No problem. Thanks to the innovative „half-
squeegee technology“ of the TwinBase system, you can insert any desired 
squeegee hardness into the headpiece. The TwinBase Handle is delivered 
with our YelloTwin Lip Gold. This gives you maximum flexibility and with our YelloTwin Lip Gold. This gives you maximum flexibility and 
a solution for even the most complicated applications.a solution for even the most complicated applications.

• TwinBase Handle 15

• TwinBase Handle 60

• TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase  TwinBase 
Handle 15Handle 15

 TwinBase Handle 60

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle 60

 TwinBase Handle 60

 TwinBase Handle 60

 TwinBase Handle 60

 TwinBase Handle 60

 TwinBase Handle 60

 TwinBase Handle 60

 TwinBase Handle 60

 TwinBase Handle 60

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

 TwinBase Handle Flexi

Maximum fl exibility Maximum fl exibility 
with an extendable with an extendable 
handle up to 90 cmhandle up to 90 cm

When we launched the MagTape Ruler series many years ago, we had no 
idea that this revolutionary idea would one day make the lives of thou-
When we launched the MagTape Ruler series many years ago, we had no 
idea that this revolutionary idea would one day make the lives of thou-

The Power-Ruler are reusable and are easily cleaned of dust and dirt particles with our GeckoClean cleaning agent.
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Our WrapDefender is a special knife that will change the way you work and reduce damage to vehic-
le paintwork, sealing rubbers or unpainted attachments. Many thanks for the great cooperation with 
„The CarWrap Trainer“ Rainer Lorz. 

Wherever you use this knife, you’ll love it; preparation of prints, plots, or foils, while labeling, handling 
ppf and especially when car wrapping. The WrapDefeneder protects you from cutting  into the surfaces 
next to the vinyl so you can work fast and safe. The use of the WrapDefender is  unlimited, so it’ll beco-
me your “constant companion” during everyday work life.

Wrap Defender Mini - Shorter version of the original Wrap Defender. Ergonomic handle and perfect for 
filigree cuts.

Wrap Defender Grip - Perfect for working with adhesive gloves. The handle makes it easier to grip the 
tool and it is easier to guide it.

WrapDefender 45R / 45L - Perfect for making cuts in hard-to-reach areas where the handle would be 
in the way. With a left or right bend.

WrapDefender Loony - Perfect for cuts behind components / areas in front of it, such as radiators, 
furniture, window frames, car parts.

WrapDefender - the original

WrapDefender 45L

WrapDefender Grip

WrapDefender 45R

WrapDefender
SuperSet
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WrapDefender - the original

WrapDefender - the original

WrapDefender - the original
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Extreme
adhesive forceadhesive force

on non-magneticon non-magnetic
surfaces!surfaces!

Many of you wished for a little more holding power for larger 
graphics or higher loads. We are fulfilling this wish with the 
GeckoPatch Power Line. The stronger sheet metal carrier allows 
a threefold increased pulling force of the magnets. We recom-
mend using the YelloBlade or at least two-handed operation 
when removing POWER Patches, e.g. from glass panes.

3-fold adhesive force due to 1 mm thick sheet metal!

Pads are reusable and are easily cleaned of dust and dirt 
particles with the GeckoClean.

Storage box is 
delivered empty!

ExtremeExtreme
YelloSnap BoxYelloSnap Box

WrapStick Station / WrapStick Station / 
WrapStick Station MagWrapStick Station Mag

Storing tools has always been an important 
and very individual matter for many crafts-
men of all trades in the last two hundred years.

As a tribute to all our hard-working an-
cestors, we have revived the good old „tin 
box“ with snap lock. Nowadays it is made 
of light, anodized aluminum - but this does 
not detract from the protective function 
for your valuable tools. With our YelloS-
nap Box you can always keep your most 
important tools clean and safe. Currently 
you can choose from two engraving motifs.

Have fun with the renaissance of the good 
old days.

No more searching for your WrapSticks that you can‘t quickly find 
in your work bag. 

We provide a remedy with the WrapStick Station, this offers space 
for 5 WrapSticks of your choice. Due to the integrated magnets in 
the holder, slipping or falling out is no longer possible. So everyt-
hing stays in place. 

Drill holes for wall mounting are included in the WrapStick Station.

The WrapStick Station Mag has two magnets on the back so that 
you can place the holder on the vehicle at any time.

Storage box is 
delivered empty!

old days.

Storage box is 
delivered empty!

old days.

Delivery without WrapSticks!
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Probably the most flexible and versatile PEG 
Wall System for Carwrappers and 
Signmakers EVER. 

It all started with the question of how we can 
fix a disassembled Door-
handle, Mirrorcap or Sharkfin 
antenna to wrap it as easy as 
possible without giving stress 
to the vinyl at the wrong areas. 
Well…after a few beers someone 
said “Why do we try to fix the 
object and not the vinyl like we 
do at the WRAP-U-EZEE?” A star 
was born!

While we thought about all kinds 
of clamps or brackets, that PEG 
System grew more and more. And here it 
is! Ladies and gentlemen: The new generation 
of WRAP. Since all items in this System are 
individual, you can build your own personal 
“WrapWall”. The Boards are available either as 
a single unit or as a triple board. But no matter 
what, you can extend the single to a double, a 
triple to a quadripartite and so on.

To use the Wrap-U-ezee Slight-in´s, you don´t 
have to buy one of the Boards. You can also 
go with an optional Benchbraket or a single 
Wallmount Bracket. Like we said: SUPER 
FLEXIBLE.

Check this out in our 
online shop.

YelloPEG SystemYelloPEG System
Wallbracket Single

Wallbracket Triple

Bar (145cm)

LightBoard Set

WrapSun Set

 Toolboard Mag

MonitorMount

Toolboard Velcro

ezee Slight-in

TrashbracketTrashbracket

Table big

TabletMount

Mouseboard

CompuBoard
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Wrap-U-ezee Flat Wrap-U-ezee Flat 

From now on the Wrap-U-ezee family 
has a new member: With the help of the new 
Wrap-U-ezee Flat, many add-on parts can now be 
wrapped directly on the vehicle without disassembly. 
The freshly hatched Flat is narrower than its big brother 
and, thanks to its 6 mm thick, scratch-free material, it is 
also a lot more flexible. 

The pre-stretched film is simply placed on the 
add-on part from above, squeegeed and 
finally cut to size.

The freshly hatched Flat is narrower than its big brother The freshly hatched Flat is narrower than its big brother 
and, thanks to its 6 mm thick, scratch-free material, it is and, thanks to its 6 mm thick, scratch-free material, it is and, thanks to its 6 mm thick, scratch-free material, it is 

Wrap-U-ezee BumperWrap-U-ezee Bumper

„Can‘t you make these great tools big 
enough to pack a whole car?“

We have heard this question many times. 
No - unfortunately we cannot ...

But we can also produce a tool that is big 
enough for bumper corners or very large 
chassis parts: We are introducing you to the 
“bumper version” of the Wrap-U-ezee fami-
ly! You can now benefit from the stress-free 
installation on these larger areas.

Have fun wrapping!

Wrap-U-ezee Slight-inWrap-U-ezee Slight-in
To use the Wrap-U-ezee Slight-in´s, you don´t have to 
buy one of the Boards. You can also go with an optional 
Benchbraket or a single Wallmount Bracket.

9
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CUTTINGCUTTING

YelloGuide Flexi

WrapDefender

SasserCut Pro / SasserCut Pro Set 

The ingenious 16-in-1 sign making multi-tool for internal and 
external distance cuts. With the YelloGuide Flexi you can cut along 
an inner or outer contour with a distance of 3, 4 or 5 mm.

The WrapDefender is the fi rst safety knife for vehicle fl ippers with 
which you can easily cut curves, for example to trim the foil with 
paper in the wheel house. The easy to change, super-sharp and 
stainless steel scalpel blade is superior to any cutter blade.

Roller-guided splitting knife for vinyl cutting on car doors, fuel caps 
and the like. It has a standard immersion depth of 5.3 mm. With the 
replacement rollers you can easily change the depth to 4.0 or 6.5 
mm. 

In our Online Shop you will fi nd an extensive selection of cutting tools for the advertising techno-
logy and car wrap that you really need and make your daily work even more effi cient. Whether it 
is the clean and fast processing of foils or the installation of stickers - it all depends on the right 
cutting tool.

WrapDefender 45R / 45L

WrapDefender Grip

WrapDefender Loony

WrapDefender Mini

WrapDefender SuperSet

Perfect for making cuts in hard-to-reach areas where the handle would 
be in the way. With a left or right bend.

Perfect for working with wrapping gloves. The handle makes it ea-
sier to grip the tool and it is easier to guide it.

Perfect for cuts behind components / areas in front of it, such as ra-
diators, furniture, window frames, car parts.

Shorter version of the original Wrap Defender. Ergonomic handle and 
perfect for filigree cuts.

This Set includes all WrapDefender version, a replacement head 
and spare blades.
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BodyGuardKnife

BodyGuardKnife Tefl on

BodyGuardKnife Pro Tefl on

BodyGuardKnife Duo HD

Vinyl Cutter for release paper with ergonomic grip. Our „BodyGuard 
Knife“ protects your graphics or the ground with its stilt. A special 
tefl on sticker increases the sliding property and guarantees a preci-
se and safe cut through your vinyl or the application tape!

Vinyl Cutter with a special tefl on coating. The Tefl on coating gua-
rantees a clean and safe cut through your vinyl or the application 
tape.

The „PRO TEFLON“ safety knife has an extra sturdy aluminum 
handle, including a compartment for storing spare blades.

The safety knife is also available as a „Heavy Duty“ ver-
sion with the „Big Grip“, with which pull or push cuts can 
be carried out without any problems.

Vinyl Cutter for release paper with ergonomic grip. Our „BodyGuard 
Knife“ protects your graphics or the ground with its stilt. A special 

Vinyl Cutter with a special tefl on coating. The Tefl on coating gua-
rantees a clean and safe cut through your vinyl or the application 
tape.

The „PRO TEFLON“ safety knife has an extra sturdy aluminum 
handle, including a compartment for storing spare blades.

��
��
��
�

��
��
��
�

BodyGuardKife TWIN Tefl on

BodyGuardKife TWIN

BodyGuardKife TWIN Flexi / Flexi Tefl on

The safety knife for cutting out a median strip in one step.

The safety knife with tefl on coating for cutting out a median strip in 
one step.

The 2-in-1 vinyl cutter in fi ve different cutting widths. 
You can freely choose the cutting distance according 
to your application. Different spacers: 14mm, 17mm, 
22mm and 27mm, 42mm

BodyGuardKife TWIN Tefl on

The safety knife with tefl on coating for cutting out a median strip in 
one step.

BodyGuardKife TWIN

The safety knife for cutting out a median strip in one step.

ProTefl on Shoe

Tefl on Shoes

Tefl on coated stilt for the BodyGuard Knife.

Changeable Tefl on-Pad´s for the BodyGuard Knife-
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LongReach Duo

LongReach Duo TWIN

LongReach Duo Mag

LongReach Duo Pro Tefl on

LongReach Duo Flexi Pro Tefl on

LongReach Duo Mag Pro Tefl on

The brilliant „arm extension“ is  available as a practical 2-in-1 version for push and pull cuts. Of 
course, this vinyl knife with extended handle is equipped with the head of our ingenious BodyGuard-

Knife. Available in lengths 
of 60cm and 90cm.

Vinyl Cutter with arm extension for double cuts. Available in lengths of 60cm and 90cm.

Vinyl Cutter with arm extension and integrated magnets. Available in lengths of 60cm and 90cm.

Vinyl Cutter with tefl on coating and with arm extension. Available in lengths of 60cm and 90cm.

Vinyl Cutter with tefl on coating, integrated magnets and an arm extension. Available in lengths of 
60cm and 90cm.

Cutting plotter with tefl on-coated stilts and extendable arm extensions from 75 to 100 cm.

Knife. Available in lengths 
of 60cm and 90cm.

BladeBreaker Pro

BladeBreaker HD black/silver

The snap-off blade box with a small removable magnetic plate in 
the lower seat area. The magnet holds the small demolition residues 
and tips on the bottom of the box. This fi nally stops the annoying 
jingling of the metal splinters and allows the debris to fall out only if 
you want it! 

It has never been easier to snap off cutter blades. The robust and 
sturdy body of the blade box is made of aluminum. Thanks to the 
practical magnetic closure, the broken blades are held securely 
inside the box.

BladeBreaker HD black/silver

It has never been easier to snap off cutter blades. The robust and 
sturdy body of the blade box is made of aluminum. Thanks to the 
practical magnetic closure, the broken blades are held securely 
inside the box.

AngelCutter

Edge Trimmer for thin cuts on the edge of your sign, usable on both 
sides. Adjustable cutting widths 0.5mm, 1.0mm, 1.5mm. The bla-
des are exchangeable.
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SafetyRuler Family

CutCoaster

SafetyRuler Platin Combo

CutCoaster Wheel

Our SafetyRuler are safety at work and pure ergonomics. The Ruler 
has a high-quality rubber coating on the rear side, providing fi rm 

support on all smooth surfaces and is available in any inter-
mediate size up to a max. Length of 16.4 ft (5m).

The Cutting Mouse for the SafetyRuler Platin with maximum cutting 
comfort with minimal effort for precisely straight cuts. It is for high 
security and effortless cutting, even on thicker materials.

The Signmaking Cutting Ruler with integrated cutting mouse. Due 
to the practical scaling on the front, you can always orient yourself 
precisely. Thanks to the raised protective edge, the cutting ruler can 
always be safely used with the cutter knife, too.

Cutting Mouse with round blade for the SafetyRuler Platin. Textiles 
and fabrics can be cut more comfortable with the circular blade of 
the cutting mouse, just like all other fi brous materials.

SafetyRuler Family

Our SafetyRuler are safety at work and pure ergonomics. The Ruler 
has a high-quality rubber coating on the rear side, providing fi rm 

support on all smooth surfaces and is available in any inter-
mediate size up to a max. Length of 16.4 ft (5m).

HeroKife Swivel/Straight

Short vinyl scalpel for hard-to-reach-places. Our HeroKnife Swivel 
with rotating swivel knife is perfect for tight curve cuts and
the HeroKnife Straight with a fi xed blade is for tight bends.    

Cutting Crew

Professional knives for sign maker and car wrapper. Available in dif-
ferent versions - We have the right knife for everyone.

Scalpel Family

The Signmaker scalpels in different versions. A must have 
for every signmaker and carwrapper.
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SwivelKnife / Janus SwivelKnife

The blade of this swivel knifes easily follows each of your move-
ments during cutting. The Janus SwivelKnife also has a fi xed blade.

BladeBreaker mini

With the snap-off blades box BladeBreaker Mini you can easily and 
safely break off all 9 mm blades and let the blade and make the 
blade remainders disappear directly into the inside of the blade box. 
The tiny blade box fi ts in every tool bag!
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FlipperKnife Pen

With this knife you can stop the blade at two cutting positions with 
different cutting lengths, or hide the blade safely in the handle.The 
Flipper KnifePen is also available as a piercing tool for air bubbles. 
Blade and needle are of course interchangeable.

FingerTip KnifePen

FingerTip KnifeSwivel

YelloSwivel Plug

The „FingerTip KnifePen“ is great for cutting out fi ne details and do-
ing fi ligree cutting work. You can also use it as a bubble popper tool.

Fingertip knife with rotating blade. The swivel version works in prin-
ciple like a plotter. With just the movement of your hand, you are 
now free to cut all shapes, ornaments and letters out of the vinyl.

Swivel Knife Aattachment for our multi tool FingerTip KnifeSwivel.

now free to cut all shapes, ornaments and letters out of the vinyl.

YelloShear Basic / YelloShear Pro
Professional stainless scissors with ergonomical soft-grip handle. 
The YelloShear Pro are available for left-handed as well as for right-
handed people. Both scissors are very sharp!

14

YelloShear Basic / YelloShear Pro
Professional stainless scissors with ergonomical soft-grip handle. 
The YelloShear Pro are available for left-handed as well as for right-
handed people. Both scissors are very sharp!

Tinny Cut / Tinny Cut Mag

The “Tinny Cut” is very slim, has a longer cutter control and a super 
sharp and long lasting inox blade. Also available with a holding 
magnet on the backside.

2-K-Cut / 2-K-Cut Eco

The 2-K-Cut is a stainless steel set square, which can also be used 
as a cutting angle (90°), with a length of about 50 cm. The Eco ver-
sion is made of acrylic glass to better see the cutting line.

2-K-Cut / 2-K-Cut Eco

The 2-K-Cut is a stainless steel set square, which can also be used The 2-K-Cut is a stainless steel set square, which can also be used 
as a cutting angle (90°), with a length of about 50 cm. The Eco ver-
sion is made of acrylic glass to better see the cutting line.

The 2-K-Cut is a stainless steel set square, which can also be used 
as a cutting angle (90°), with a length of about 50 cm. The Eco ver-
sion is made of acrylic glass to better see the cutting line.

AllStar Cutter

the AllStar Cutter - a cutting shoe from the BodyGuardKnife, integ-
rated into our AllStar Gold plastic squeegee. This allows the fi lm to 
be prepared and directly applied.

YelloLip Cutter

Squeegee insert with integrated BodyGuardKnife cutting shoe for 
our popular YelloTwin Base.
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CuttingMat Crystal, Antistatic and FrostedCuttingMat Crystal, Antistatic and Frosted

2,2m2,2m

2,0m2,0m

1,7m1,7m

1,5m1,5m

1,0m1,0m

1,3m1,3m

• unseamed sizes up to 20 meters long

• self-healing for durability and no-steer cutting

• oil and petrol resistant 

• phthalat free

• Made in Germany

• absolute flatness

• usable on both sides

• frosted = low reflection

• frosted = lower surface adhesion
  (easier removal of adhesive residues)

XXL20 ME20 METERTER
BIS ZU / UP TOBIS ZU / UP TO

CuttingMat X-Shift Infi nity

The Yellotools patchwork Cutting Mat „X-Shift Infi nity“ offers you a 
puzzle-like endless system. The professional scale of the Cutting 
Mat is 55 x 86 cm, whereby the basic element itself occupies an 
area of 60.8 x 91.3 cm.

YelloWheel PRO

EasyOrbit

A professional circular knife for cutting fi brous or gridded surfaces 
and even textiles. In three stages you can adjust the rolling charac-
teristics exactly as it feels best for you. 

Circle cutter with practical center needle for diameters of 
10 mm - 150 mm.

SensorCut Orbit

EasyOrbit Rondo

With this tool you can easily perform circle cutting with a 
minimum diameter of 5 mm and a maximum diameter of 150 mm 
without a center needle.

Vinyl circle cutter without center needle. With this tool you can 
cut out circles that have a diameter of 2.4 - 15 cm.

MittmanRuler

An acrylic cutting ruler with a smart scaling. The ingenious clear 
cutting ruler makes the cutting jobs in signmaking much easier. 
Available in different sizes:
640 mm (25.2“), 1290 mm (50.8“), 1580 mm (62.2“).
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BlackBlades

TitanBlades

SpareBlades
BodyGuardKnife

TitanBlades
Trapez

TitanBlades
CutCoaster

SpareBlades

SpareBlades
Weeder 59°

SpareBlades Janus 
SwivelKnife

SpareBlades
Wheel

AngelRacer
SpareBlades

SpareBlades
EasyOrbit

SpareBlades
Weeder 30°

SpareBlades
CutCoaster 
Wheel

SpareBlades
SasserCut Pro

TitanBlades
BodyGuardKnife

SpareBlade
CutCoaster

SpareBlades

SpareBlades Cera 59°

Extremely sharp 
replacement blades 
with an high amount 
of carbon.

Blades with titanium 
coating. Perfect cut 
without any pressure 
on the knife. 

Replacement blades 
for our BodyGuard-
Knife. Pack of 10.

Extra sharp repla-
cement blades with 
titanium coating.

Titanium coated bla-
des for the CutCoas-
ter & AngelCutter.

These spare blades 
fi t on the EasyOrbit 
Rondo and Sensor-
Cut Orbit.

Scalpel Replacement 
Blades.

SpareBlades for Ja-
nus SwivelKnife and 
HeroKnife Swivel.

Spare blades for our 
CutCoaster Wheel.

Spare blades for the 
AngelRacer made of 
hardened steel.

Replacement blades 
for the EasyOrbit.

Scalpel Replacement 
Blades.

Spare blades for our 
CutCoaster Wheel.

Plastic blades for the 
SasserCut Pro

Ultra-sharp spare 
blades with titanium 
coating. Pack of 10.

Replacement blades 
for the CutCoaster

Snap-off blades in 
9 mm or 18 mm.

Extremely sharp 
ceramic blades for the 
YelloCut Cera. 

CutCoaster

SpareBlades Cera 59°

Extremely sharp 
ceramic blades for the 
YelloCut Cera. 

SasserCut Pro
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CutGrip

The grip aid for cutter offers you ergonomic comfort at the highest 
level and makes it much easier to hold the knife. The knife handle 
is suitable for sign makers who are right-handers as well as for 
left-handers.

EasyLink

Cutting Ruler Extension - The Cutting Ruler Extension connects 
your SafetyRuler Platin very tightly. Its worth to mention that it also 
glides like a Formula 1 racing car in its special track.

LongReach Bracket Mag/Wall

With the magnetic bracket “LongReach Bracket Mag”, you can not 
only „park“ your LongReach Knives, but also all other long signma-
king tools. The magnetic holder is suitable on many metal surfaces. 
Of course you can screw the wall version on your workbench.

LeanRuler Bracket

SafetyRuler SpareMat

Practical cutting ruler holder. Available for wall or sub-table 
mounting.

With the fi xing tape SafetyRuler SpareMat, the cutting ruler remains 
in place. The anti-slip tape can be easily attached and also rene-
wed, if needed.
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SQUEEGEESQUEEGEE

MagicMaster Family

ProWrap Family

ProWrap Duo Family

TonnyMag Family

AllStar Family

ProBasic Family

ProWrap SmellGood Family

ProWrap Betty S32 / S40 / S65

The 5” Squeegee for signmaker and car wrapper. Available in all 
degrees of hardness.

Our allrounder in black, gold, blue, pink, orange, green, peekaboo, 
tefl on, clean and antistatic. The Squeegee is available in all de-
grees of hardness that you know from Yellotools.  

The ProWrap Duo is a 4“ and 6“ squeegee in one tool.The Squee-
gee is also available in all degrees of hardness.

Magnetic Squeegee. The two, laterally integrated magnets „park“ 
the squeegee on all magnetic surfaces. The TonnyMag is available 
in different degrees of hardness.

The ergonomic squeegee with the 30 ° edge. The AllStar squee-
gee is available in all degrees of hardness.

The 4“-Basic in black, gold, blue, pink, orange, green, peekaboo, 
tefl on, clean and antistatic. The Squeegee is available in all degrees 
of hardness that you know from Yellotools.  

The fi rst scented squeegees in the version Pina Cola-
da,Peppermint, Coffee, Caramel Cupcake and Bubble 
Gum. Available in 63° Shore.

the ultimate “30-degree squeegee” for all car wrapping applicati-
ons. You will never again have the wrong working angle - only safe 
and fast applying of your vinyls! In three degrees.

Yellotools designs and manufactures high quality squeegees for every Sign Maker need. We 
know the squeegees are „the Signmaker‘s best friend“ and that „the“ perfect squeegee is not 
the same for everyone. It‘s your individual, personal way of working and technique that shows 
you what „your“ ideal squeegee models are!

18
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YelloTwin Base

TwinBase Handle

YelloTwin Lip Family

SqueegeeRuler

Bio Squeegee Family

The ergonomic handle consists of two shells, in which you can 
insert a desired squeegee. Combinations from very sof to very hard 
are possible. The handle „YelloTwin Base“ is equipped with two 
magnets so that you can always „park“ the squeegee.

Squeegee handle for more pressure, fl exibility and ergonomics. 
Available in the version with a 15cm long shaft, a 60cm extension 
or extendable up to 90cm.

The squeegee insert for our YelloTwin Base. You can put together 
your own individual squeegee. Available in all degress of 
hardness.

The Squeegge with scale up to 15 cm. Shore 72 D.

Our Bio squeegees are made of 33% recycled wood. 
Available in the version ProWrap, ProWrap Duo, MagicMaster and 
YelloMaxx. Shore 82 D.

YelloMaxx Family

YelloMini Family

Yel-Lo Plek / Plek Blade

YelloMini „Hang-Loose“

 The 6“ squeegee “YelloMaxx” lies comfortably in the hand and 
distributes the pressure evenly on its outer fl anks thanks to its 
torsion-resistant construction.

The mini squeegee is particularly suitable for all fi ne work on cars, 
trucks and motorcycles. Available in all degrees of hardness.

The perfect squeegee to apply vinyl at „undercut areas“, such as 
tight-fi tting headlight frames, body gaps or fender joints!
Available in version with 45° angle and 90° angle.

The special shape is designed so that you can turn the squeegee 
in one hand and so can also press edges slowly without damaging 
the material.
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30WrapGuide

YelloBig 12“

FeltBloc Family

YelloFelt Lip

YelloFelt Grip Family

With this 30 degree squeegee stencil and the matching, water-
proof EasyDot WindowDry, you can quickly and easily draw a 
„cheat sheet“ on your squeegee.

Our 12“ squeegee „YelloBig“ was specially developed by our team 
for use in large-scale applications.

Solid felt squeegees to apply pressure selectively on uneven areas 
or to squeeze punctured bubbles. All our felt squeegees are of 
course also perfectly suitable for any wet application.

Replacement felt lips for your YelloFelt Grip. Available in four sizes:
4“(10cm), 5“(12,5cm), 6“(15cm), 12“(30cm).

Felt squeegee with interchangeable replacement felt strips to 
apply pressure selectively on uneven areas or to squeeze punc-
tured bubbles. All our felt squeegees are of course also perfectly 
suitable for any wet application.

YelloTwin SampleBox 16 pcs.

Our YelloTwin SampleBox includes all Lips in every degree of 
hardness and the appropriate wings.

YelloWings SampleBox 2.0

Squeegee Set ProWrap

Due to a product change of our YelloWings Family we have crea-
ted a ‚Sample Set‘ for you, if you don‘t know which wing is best 
suited for your work.

The Squeegee Set ProWrap includes all our Squeegees from the 
ProWrap line. The different colors signify different hardnesses.

YelloFelt Lip

Replacement felt lips for your YelloFelt Grip. Available in four sizes:
4“(10cm), 5“(12,5cm), 6“(15cm), 12“(30cm).

FeltBloc Family

Replacement felt lips for your YelloFelt Grip. Available in four sizes:
4“(10cm), 5“(12,5cm), 6“(15cm), 12“(30cm).
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The thin squeegee with rubber lip is just 2mm thick! Thanks to the 
rubberized lip (1.6mm thick), it is ideal for “sensitive” vinyls and all 
uses in signmaking where you have to be extra careful. Available in 
sizes 3, 4, 6 and 12 inches.

YelloFlex / YelloFlex Shape
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YelloWings 
SlimSkin MicroFine

YelloWings 
SlimSkin Micro

YelloWings SlimSkin 
Betty MicroFine

YelloWings SlimSkin 
Betty 2.0 MicroFine

YelloWings SlimSkin 
Betty 2.0 Micro

YelloWings Felt

YelloWings SlimSkin
AllStar MicroFine

YelloWings SlimSkin
AllStar Micro

Tefl onPad 30 cm

YelloWings 
BigBuffer MicroFine

YelloWings 
BigBuffer Micro

YelloWings BigBuffer
Betty MicroFine

YelloWings BigBuffer
Betty 2.0 MicroFine

YelloWings BigBuffer
Betty 2.0 Micro

YelloWings Tefl on

YelloWings BigBuffer
AllStar MicroFine

YelloWings BigBuffer
AllStar Micro

PolyPad 30 cm

For fi ner surface structure 
for sensitive fi lms. Thin 
coating variant

For fi ner surface structure 
for sensitive fi lms. Thin 
coating variant

For fi ner surface structure 
for sensitive fi lms. Thin 
coating variant

For fi ner surface structure 
for sensitive fi lms. Thin 
coating variant

Alcantara-like microfi bre 
fabric, suitable for many 
smooth surfaces. Thin coa-
ting variant.

Alcantara-like microfi bre 
fabric, suitable for many 
smooth surfaces. Thin coa-
ting variant.

Alcantara-like microfi bre 
fabric, suitable for many 
smooth surfaces. Thin coa-
ting variant.

Felt cover for all coarse 
pored surfaces.

Self-adhesive Tefl on pads. PolyPad replacement strips 
for the YelloBig.

This wing increases the 
gliding properties of your 
squeegee many times over.

For fi ner surface structure 
for sensitive fi lms. Suitable 
for wet appication.

For fi ner surface structure 
for sensitive fi lms. Suitable 
for wet appication.

For fi ner surface structure 
for sensitive fi lms. Suitable 
for wet appication.

For fi ner surface structure 
for sensitive fi lms. Suitable 
for wet appication.

Alcantara-like microfi bre 
fabric, suitable for many 
smooth surfaces. Suitable for 
wet appication.

Alcantara-like microfi bre 
fabric, suitable for many 
smooth surfaces. Suitable for 
wet appication.

Alcantara-like microfi bre 
fabric, suitable for many 
smooth surfaces. Suitable for 
wet appication.

SlimSkin MicroFine

SlimSkin Micro

YelloWings Tefl on

YelloWings SlimSkin
AllStar MicroFine

For fi ner surface structure 

Alcantara-like microfi bre 
fabric, suitable for many 

Self-adhesive Tefl on pads.
for the YelloBig.

YelloWings BigBuffer
AllStar MicroFine

For fi ner surface structure 

AllStar Micro

Alcantara-like microfi bre 
fabric, suitable for many 

Betty MicroFine

BigBuffer MicroFine

BigBuffer Micro
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YelloWings 
SlimSkin Poly

YelloWings SlimSkin 
Betty Poly

YelloWings SlimSkin 
Betty 2.0 Poly

YelloWings SlimSkin
AllStar Poly

YelloStripe
SlimSkin MicroFine

YelloStripe
SlimSkin Micro

YelloStripe
MicroFine Camo

YelloWings 
MicroFine Camo

APE T-Buffer

YelloWings 
BigBuffer Poly

YelloWings BigBuffer
Betty Poly

YelloWings BigBuffer
Betty 2.0 Poly

YelloWings BigBuffer
AllStar Poly

YelloStripe
BigBuffer MicroFine

YelloStripe
BigBuffer Micro

YelloStripe
MicroFine 
PinkLeo

YelloWings 
MicroFine PinkLeo

YelloStripe Felt

The elastic polymer is 
extremely resilient and very 
durable.

YelloWings MicroFine in 
camoufl age design.

MicroFine SlimSkin 
replacement strips.

Micro SlimSkin 
replacement strips.

MicroFine Camo 
replacement strips.

MicroFine Pink Leo
replacement strips.

MicroFine BigBuffer 
replacement strips.

Felt replacement strips
3 meter.

Micro BigBuffer 
replacement strips.

The multi-layer, extremely 
resistant HiTec material 
turns your „normal“ squee-
gee into a PPF tool.

The elastic polymer is 
extremely resilient and 
very durable.

The elastic polymer is 
extremely resilient and 
very durable.

The elastic polymer is 
extremely resilient and 
very durable.

This padded version is 
particularly suitable for wet 
application. 

YelloWings MicroFine in 
pink leopard design.

This padded version is 
particularly suitable for wet 
application. 

This padded version is 
particularly suitable for wet 
application. 

This padded version is 
particularly suitable for wet 
application. 

YelloStripe
MicroFine Camo

22

MicroFine Camo 
replacement strips.
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YelloStripe

PinkLeo

MicroFine Pink Leo
replacement strips.

YelloStripe
SlimSkin Micro

Micro SlimSkin 
replacement strips.

YelloStripe
SlimSkin Micro

Micro SlimSkin 
replacement strips.

YelloStripe
SlimSkin MicroFine

MicroFine SlimSkin 
replacement strips.

YelloStripe
SlimSkin MicroFine

MicroFine SlimSkin 
replacement strips.

YelloStripe
BigBuffer Micro

Micro BigBuffer 
replacement strips.

YelloStripeYelloStripe
BigBuffer Micro

Micro BigBuffer 
replacement strips.

YelloStripe
BigBuffer MicroFine

MicroFine BigBuffer 
replacement strips.

YelloStripeYelloStripe

YelloStripe Felt

Felt replacement strips
3 meter.

YelloWings 

The elastic polymer is 
extremely resilient and very 
durable.

YelloWings 
SlimSkin Poly
YelloWings 
SlimSkin Poly

YelloWings SlimSkin
AllStar Poly

This padded version is 
particularly suitable for wet 
application. 

YelloWings BigBuffer
AllStar Poly

This padded version is 

YelloWings BigBuffer
AllStar Poly

This padded version is 

Betty Poly

This padded version is 

YelloWings 

This padded version is 
particularly suitable for wet 
application. 

YelloWings 
BigBuffer Poly
YelloWings 
BigBuffer Poly
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TimberMaxx Frost

YelloGrip

TimberMaxx Atis Lip

TimberMaxx Atis 50/75/100

TimberMaxx

The XL squeegee, especially for the bonding of glass 
decoration foils. Available in four sizes:
20 cm , 25 cm , 30 cm , 40 cm.

Ground squeegee adapter for TimberMaxx and TimberMaxx Lip.

The YelloGrip is a Grip for 4“,6“ and 12“ squeegee.
With this Grip, especially the corners of the 12“ squee-
gee no longer bend so quickly. The squeegee is easier 
and cleaner!

Small damage to the squeegee surface can be „re-
paired“ in seconds with this practical little helper. The 
continuously adjustable knife lifts a few tenths off the 
squeegee if required.

XXL squeegee including spirit level, cutting edge and 
rubber lip. Available in three different sizes: 50 cm, 75 
cm and 100 cm.

XXL squeegee including spirit level and cutting bar. 
Available in three different sizes: 
50 cm, 75 cm and 100 cm.

The TimberMaxx Series is perfect for window applicati-
ons / tintings and for all even surfaces! Available in diffe-
rent sizes: 30 cm, 40cm, 50 cm, 60 cm, 70 cm, 80 cm, 
90 cm, 100 cm, 120 cm, 140 cm und 165 cm.

TimberMaxx Floor Flexi

Squeegee Dragster

TimberMaxx Lip micro

Wooden squeegee with fl exible rubber lip and micro-
fi bre cover. Available in different sizes: 30 cm, 40cm, 
50 cm, 60 cm, 70 cm, 80 cm, 90 cm, 100 cm, 120 cm, 
140 cm und 165 cm.

Ground squeegee adapter for TimberMaxx and TimberMaxx Lip.

TimberMaxx Floor Flexi
��
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ProWrap Mini Fun Family

The Fun-Squeegee for your keyring. There hasn not to be serious 
sense all the time - sometimes „just fun“ is enough :)
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YelloRoller Duo hard

YelloRoller Flexi Family

YelloRoller Flexi Extension

YelloRoller Ziggy

YelloRoller Maxx Family

YelloRoller Eco

YelloRoller Plain Family

YelloRoller Duo soft

All muscles stay relaxed even at bigger signs and graphics. The mo-
ving of the roller is still fl exible and pretty direct. The hard roller is 
perfect for very smooth surfaces. 
Width: 50 mm and 150 mm.

The High-performance Rollers spare your tendons and muscles 
with a simple turn on the Handle. If you still like to roll „the old-
fashioned“ way or in the „Muscle-protect“-Mode is totally up 
to you: Just turn the Handle. Available in different sizes: 50 mm, 
70 mm, 100 mm, 150 mm, 200 mm.

These handle extensions are suitable for 
all YelloRoller Flexi. The YelloRoller Flexi 
can be adjusted to three different angles 
of inclination.

The pressure roller has a large diameter and its weight of approx 
700 grams makes the work very effective and energy-saving for 
you. The rollers are made of rubber and are perfect for gluing, re-
gardless of the fl at surface. Thanks to the ergonomic handle, 
you can work without getting tired.

Two different sizes make it possible to work on larger prints and 
graphics without much effort and without stressing the joints! The 
rollers have a shore hardness of 65A and are therefore medium soft. 
Available as YelloRoller Maxx 30, Maxx 60, Maxx 60 TwinHandle 
and Maxx 60 Duo.

The cheap alternative. Due to its low weight and compact design, it 
fi ts in every bag. 10 cm width and 115 g weight.

Our fi lm cutters protect your graphics or the underground with the 
stable steel rail and guarantee a clean and safe cut.
Available in different versions.

All muscles stay relaxed even at bigger signs and graphics. The mo-
ving of the roller is still fl exible and pretty direct. The soft roller is 
suitable for slightly uneven surfaces. 
Width: 50 mm and 150 mm.

Applying the print can be very annoying in Sign Making. Good that there are “Yellotools”. Becau-
se through our close contact with our customers all over the world, we manage to design the 
best tools for Sign Makers, according to your wishes.best tools for Sign Makers, according to your wishes.

fashioned“ way or in the „Muscle-protect“-Mode is totally up 
to you: Just turn the Handle. Available in different sizes: 50 mm, 
70 mm, 100 mm, 150 mm, 200 mm.

YelloRoller Ziggy
The pressure roller has a large diameter and its weight of approx 
700 grams makes the work very effective and energy-saving for 
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FlipperPen

SignTweezer Family

SignTweezer Bloc

SignTweezer Bloc Set

YelloRoller Rubber Wheel

YelloThin Foam Wheel

EasyWeed Powder

YelloHook

YelloPen Family

Retractable Bubble Popper. The extendable function allows larger 
distances and a greater angle for popping than a standard bubble 
popper.

Tweezers for a quicker, easier and more accurate weeding!
Available in different versions.

Get your SignTweezer Bloc, suitable for our SignTweezer.
It has space for 5 of our various tweezers. So you always have ever-
ything in place and easy to handle.

This is the ultimate add-on to your signmaking tweezers - the Twee-
zerBloc. It holds all our fi  ve different Tweezers in a safe and con-
venient way.

The perfect pressure roller for deep beading (e.g. on car doors) with 
a round rubber profi le. The width of the roller is approx 7 mm.

The perfect pressure roller for extremely structured surfaces. The 
roller is perfect for larger vehicle thicknesses or for wall joints in wall 
foiling. With a roll width of 13 mm you are well equipped!

The all-organic Powder makes the fi ne contours perfect visible.
It disappears again without leaving any residue.

A fi ne barb on a cranked but highly stable holder. The YelloHook is 
the ideal tool for lifting and weeding of plotted fl ex and fl ock foil.

The bubble popper that look like a pen! All YelloPen have interchan-
geable needles, an ergonomic ballpoint pen shape and a perfect 
needle guide on the metal shaft.

Tweezers for a quicker, easier and more accurate weeding!
Available in different versions.

YelloHook

A fi ne barb on a cranked but highly stable holder. The YelloHook is 
the ideal tool for lifting and weeding of plotted fl ex and fl ock foil.

YelloHook

A fi ne barb on a cranked but highly stable holder. The YelloHook is 
the ideal tool for lifting and weeding of plotted fl ex and fl ock foil.
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PlottJoggle

LaserLion Red

HeavyHolder

YelloApplication Set

PrintJoggle

LaserLion Green

EasyWeed Ring

LaserLion Tray Single / Double

Window Graphic Application Set

The ingenious alignment aid for 
plotter graphics! Adjust once - 
never measure again.

With this little wonder weapon, positioning and assembly in profes-
sional vehicle wrapping and advertising technology is possible with 
minimal effort, even on banners and tarpaulins.

Specially balanced weights with felt and grip rubbers for „accordion 
bonding“ on signs. The HeavyHolder is 30cm long and about 2.6kg 
in weight.

In this application set we have packed all the tools you need for 
perfect and easy application!

Press the inside corners of the PrintJoggle against the sign corner 
and guide the corners of the print under the plexiglass panes of 
the joggle. The printed scale now shows exactly the position of the 
outer edge of the sign.

With the LaserLion green from Yellotools there is no more marking, 
drawing or wet gluing - the car wrapping can even be carried out 
alone! There is also an additional inclination mode for aligning in-
clines.

The large plate for holding punches and other fi lm scraps can be 
comfortably carried on each fi nger of the hand with its adjustable 
Velcro fastener and kept within reach of the tweezers or weed need-
le. Exchangeable pad!

You already own a WrapLaser version from Yellotools and all you 
need is the right mount for one of our new LaserLion Red or LaserLi-
on Green, which you can fi nd here. Optionally for one or two lasers.

With our genius tool combination you can apply even large graphics 
to all windows.

PlottJoggle

HeavyHolder

The ingenious alignment aid for 

262626
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Appfi x Counter

Appfi x

Appfi x 130 Flexi

Appfi x Roll ‘N‘ Cut

Appfi x Racer 1x2 m

You would like to know how many meters of foil you have alrea-
dy unrolled from your roll? You can do this with our foil counter 
Appfi xCounter. It can be attached to all new Appfi x or Appfi x Flexi 
models. The 5-digit analog display (cm) promises highest accuracy.

The perfect application aid with stop nozzle. Available from 70cm 
to 160cm. Ball-bearing mounted rollers for ultra-smooth delivery. 
Includes fastening brackets.

This ingenious aid can be turned on a special fi tting so that you can 
turn the fi lm straight towards you, pull it out to the desired length 
and apply it conveniently. The result: a stable construction that can 
be rotated 360 ° and becomes an absolute all-rounder.

Proven Yellotools unwinding technology extended by the functions 
cutting and measuring. Available in three different sizes!

Modular rail system with application bridge. For almost every 
table size.

LaserLion SignSet Green/Red LaserLion WrapSet Green/RedWrapTower

Customize your tool tower 
individually by selecting the 
various tool 
modules to suit 
your jobs and 
preferences 
based on your 
required tools.

The set includes:

• LaserLion Base 
(base plate)

• LaserLion Bar 
200 (2m profi le)

• LaserLion Tray 
Single (laser holder)

• 1 x LaserLion 
Green or LaserLion 
Red (laser head 
green or red)

The set includes:

• LaserLion Base 
(base plate)

• LaserLion Bar 200 
(2m profi le)

• LaserLion Tray 
Double (laser holder)

• 1 x LaserLion 
Green or LaserLi-
on Red (laser head 
green or red)

various tool 
modules to suit 
your jobs and 
preferences 
based on your 
required tools.

• LaserLion Base 
(base plate)

• LaserLion Bar 
200 (2m profi le)

• LaserLion Tray 
Single (laser holder)

• 1 x LaserLion 
Green or LaserLion 
Red (laser head 
green or red)

various tool 
modules to suit 
your jobs and 
preferences 
based on your 
required tools.

• LaserLion Base 
(base plate)

• LaserLion Bar 
200 (2m profi le)

• LaserLion Tray 
Single (laser holder)

• 1 x LaserLion 
Green or LaserLion 
Red (laser head 
green or red)

Single (laser holder)

Green or LaserLion 

• LaserLion Bar 200 

Double (laser holder)

• LaserLion Bar 200 

Double (laser holder)

Example image

Appfi x
The perfect application aid with stop nozzle. Available from 70cm 
to 160cm. Ball-bearing mounted rollers for ultra-smooth delivery. 
Includes fastening brackets.

Example image

Appfi x Roll ‘N‘ Cut

Proven Yellotools unwinding technology extended by the functions 
cutting and measuring. Available in three different sizes!
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LABELINGLABELING

APE CornerTool

EasyScore

IvoCut Family

EdgeWrap Cutter

EvoCut Family

Hole n‘ Cut / Hole n‘ Cut Eco

Hole n‘ Cut XXL Eco

Hole n‘ Cut XXL Eco Set

Multifunctional tool for various furniture foil applications. The two 
angles (90° and 45°) and the two radii (3 mm and 6 mm) on the out-
side of the CornerTool can be used as a perfect template

With the EasyScore you can cut half-circles in 20, 30, 40, 50, 75 and 
100mm easily

A Ruler with a handle and various radii, for no wasting of silicon or 
window putty.

Template for sign and furniture corners to wrap vinyl seamlessly 
over edges, either overlapping (with a 45 ° single wing) or exactly 
edge to edge.

11 different shapes secure a safe and fast Work at Vehicles, Signs or 
any „free-hand-application“.

Drill hole and edge cut template in one tool. A scale from 15mm to 
40mm will help you to either make a straight cut or drill holes at an 
even distance.

The Hole ‚n‘ Cut XXL Eco offers the possibility to measure drill holes 
and edge cuts up to 80 mm distance, twice as much as its pre-
decessors. The tool is made of cast, transparent acrylic glass and 
therefore offers a perfect view of the workpiece.

Hole ‚n‘ Cut XXL Eco - the ultimate template with the 2-in-1 feature. 
Available as set incl. knife and deep hole marker in suitcases!

Labeling and Car Wrapping problems are a thing of the past with Sign Making Tools from Yello-
tools. If, for example, you get annoyed with the rivets during the foiling of vehicles or Sign Making 
Signs, you‘ll love our YelloDouble Pen and the YelloBrush.

11 different shapes secure a safe and fast Work at Vehicles, Signs or 
any „free-hand-application“.

28

Hole n‘ Cut XXL Eco Set

Hole ‚n‘ Cut XXL Eco - the ultimate template with the 2-in-1 feature. 
Available as set incl. knife and deep hole marker in suitcases!
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GeckoPatch

GeckoPatch Power

JoniMag Strip

SpeedMag HD

FlatMag HD

Gene-ius Mag HD

BigMag HD

LongMag HD

MagPatch 40 | 66 | 88

Make non-magnetic surfaces like windows, fi berglass assemblies, 
aluminum hoods or plastic doors „magnetic“. Press our Gecko-
Patch on and continue to use your magnets as usual. Our sizes S, 
M and L are especially suitable for smooth surfaces, whereas the 
GeckoPatch Flexi can be used „around the corner“.

The magnetic chain holds with either 3, 4 or 6 strong, rubberized 
holding magnets on each vehicle which is of course magnetic. Avai-
lable in three differenz sizes: JoniMag 3 with three magnets, Joni-
Mag 4 with four magnets and JoniMag 6 with six magnets.

Powerful Magnet - Allows transfer work unassisted. 

Powerful Magnet with a lower profi le pull-out solution.

Powerful magnet with a lower ergonomic pull-out profi le.

XL Holding Magnet - Strong magnet for large digital prints.

Strong holding magnet with 15 cm long handle.

Microfi ne Patch for our magnets, the perfect protection for your 
fi lms and paints. Three different sizes: 40 mm, 66 mm und 88 mm.

The Gecko Patch Power offers extreme adhesive force on non-ma-
gnetic surfaces such as glass panes. 3 times the adhesive force 
thanks to 1 mm thick sheet metal

LongMag HD

Strong holding magnet with 15 cm long handle.

The magnetic chain holds with either 3, 4 or 6 strong, rubberized 
holding magnets on each vehicle which is of course magnetic. Avai-
lable in three differenz sizes: JoniMag 3 with three magnets, Joni-
Mag 4 with four magnets and JoniMag 6 with six magnets.

The magnetic chain holds with either 3, 4 or 6 strong, rubberized 
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YelloPurse

YelloSlip Cut

17 Tools in pink. The set includes: 5x SpeedClips Pink, 1x ProWrap 
Pink, 1x ProWrap Peekaboo, 3x YelloBlade Pink, 3x WrapFinger, 1x 
YelloWings Felt 4“ (5er Pack), 1x YelloWings SlimSkin Micro 4“ (5er 
Pack), 1x YelloMini Pink, 1x YelloCut HD Pro.

The edge cutter for foils on panes, on window seals or on sign ma-
terials, with which you can set the edge cut from 0 - 125 mm, press 
the guide bolts into, for example, a pane frame or pull them along 
the outside of a sign material.

GlasPad X-treme

WallRoller Family

PrintEx Pen

BoostBox Bucket

X-treme Mat

The GlasPad X-treme patches work almost like magnets on glass. 
Due to their unique capillary action, they are self-adhesive.

Thanks to its special formula, you can remove ink stains or fi x other 
minor errors in your digital print in no time at all.

Vinyl Application Roller Tool for Wall- and Floorgraphics.

The forced ventilation system simply sucks heavy solvent fumes 
from the surface and removes them from the fresh print. You can 
either transport the air directly into your rooms (which is not recom-
mended ...!) Or use a standard exhaust hose to transport it outside.

This material is absolutely AMAZING. Due to its unique capillary 
effect, foils, plates and even entire tools can adhere to smooth sur-
faces (glass) and be removed again and again without leaving any 
residue. Available in two sizes: 40cm x 40cm, 40cm x 80cm.

APE MagCarpet

Special magnet for curves on the vehicle with eight strong magnets!

BlackMamba

Our „Black Mamba“ is a fl exible magnetic chain for large hinge con-
nections and a super fl exible „free hand radius ruler“! Available in 
four different lengths: 26 cm, 44 cm, 68 cm and 98 cm.

PrintEx Pen

Thanks to its special formula, you can remove ink stains or fi x other 
minor errors in your digital print in no time at all.
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EasyApply-Fluid to go

YelloBrush Basic

EasyApplyFluid

Antistatic Fluid

AngelCutter

YelloPen

SensorCut Orbit

APE FoamPotion

Our proven EasyApply fl uid available as a „to-go“-bottle.

For optimal pressing of the fi lm on rivets or diffi cult surfaces.

The application liquid with two different „shift times“ and two dif-
ferent fl avors.

Edge Trimmer for thin cuts on the edge of your sign.

Piercing tool for bubbles under foils.

Circle cutter without center needle from 5 - 150 mm.

Antistatic special cleaner for dust-free work!

Perfectly coordinated bonding aid for stone chip protection foil 
(PPF). Available as 1 litre (results in about 20 liters of bonding li-
quid!) and completely biodegradable.

YelloBrush | YelloBrush Needle

Rivet brush and bubble popper tool for optimal pressing of foils 
and rivets.
Rivet brush and bubble popper tool for optimal pressing of foils 

YelloPen

Piercing tool for bubbles under foils.
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REMOVALREMOVAL

YelloBlade 360

YelloBlade Pink

YelloBlade Handle

YelloBlade Egg

YelloBlade Orange

YelloBlade Handle 360

YelloBlade Grip

YelloBlade Grip Set

Easier lifting to remove fi lms without scratching with a round blade.

The quick and effective vinyl removal tool in pink that is safe for all 
surfaces! It‘s super cheap, easy to grip and fi ts easily in your pocket 
/ tool belt!

The ergonomic handle with integrated magnet for our YelloBlade!

The small egg-shaped, palm-sized handle for our YelloBlade!

The quick and effective vinyl removal tool that is safe for all surfa-
ces! It‘s super cheap, easy to grip and fi ts easily in your pocket / 
tool belt!

The foil removal tool YelloBlade Handle 360 now contains the Yello-
Blade 360 in a round shape and also does not leave any scratches 
or damage. The corresponding handle fi ts ergonomically perfectly 
in the hand.

The premium rubber profi le for our YelloBlade to protect you from 
any blisters.

The YelloBlade and a premium rubber profi le in a set.

Tools for removing prints, graphics, and vinyl.
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RapidRemover

PlateLine Remover Black

Vinyl Remover - Due to the synchron movements and the intelligent 
tube system, we combine the solid grid of the material with the 
strong leverage of the ratchet.

The PlateLine Remover black makes removing company logos and 
name tags even easier thanks to its largely ergonomic shape.

PlateLine Remover Black

The PlateLine Remover black makes removing company logos and 
name tags even easier thanks to its largely ergonomic shape.
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MOUNTINGMOUNTING

FixxSignScale

DigiSignScale

WindowWizard

FlatSignScale

YelloMeter Family

Self extending steel measuring tape - The super fl at steel tape lies 
absolutely fl at and stays straight even at one meter without tipping 
over.

Digital measuring tape with highest measuring accuracy.

Self-adhesive ruler for the inside of a car or shop window pane.

The materials used for the FlatSignScale enable it to be laid fl at on 
a sign or vehicle. The surface can be written on and dry-wiped. A 
pencil sharpener and another labeling fi eld are also integrated.

Tailor-made, innovative scale system in fi ve dif-
ferent base materials, each with three different 
scales.

In advertising technology, the assembly of advertising signs and banners is a daily task. We at 
Yellotools take this as an opportunity to make the construction as easy as possible for sign ma-
kers. That is why our team has developed many useful assembly aids and tools for measuring 
and aligning for you.
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MagTape Ruler

MagTape Ruler Power

Magnetic measuring tape for all non-magnetic surfaces.

Magnetic measuring tape with extreme adhesive power on non-magnetic surfaces in three sizes.

EasyNooks

The EasyNooks e.g. - two 90 degree angle brackets made of steel, 
fi nished with our X-treme mat - they adhere perfectly to the inside 
of the frame on the right and left and you can simplify the measu-
rement of the area with our YelloDistanceCheck laser rangefi nder.

EasyNooks

The EasyNooks e.g. - two 90 degree angle brackets made of steel, 
fi nished with our X-treme mat - they adhere perfectly to the inside 
of the frame on the right and left and you can simplify the measu-
rement of the area with our YelloDistanceCheck laser rangefi nder.
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SignLevel ALS

SignSetter ALS Family

The perfect tool to customize your sign. Attaching it becomes so 
much easier. It has an analog level board to make aligning signs 
easier!

Attach signs easily - and correctly - with the „SignSetter ALS“ sing-
le! It has an analog display to make aligning signs easier!

SignSetter ALS Family

Attach signs easily - and correctly - with the „SignSetter ALS“ sing-
le! It has an analog display to make aligning signs easier!

P-Glas Twin

EasyDot Family

EasyUp HD

YelloDistance Check

P-Glas Twin Set

Screw Family

AngelRacer

Cut and deburr acrylic or plexiglass in one tool. 

The admired Marker for deep holes in thicker sign materials and 
many more.

Suction lifter for carrying Dibond or heavy boards.

Precise measurement with laser light for exact determination of 
lengths. The area and volume function allows the acquisition of 
room sizes e.g. for the calculation of material quantities. 3 measu-
ring levels switchable: front, rear and pin.

Whether measuring, marking, scribing, „cutting“ or deburring ... 
With our set you are perfectly equipped and you will not lack anyt-
hing when it comes to your use on plexiglass / acrylic glass.

Screws with an extra ‚big head‘ or an automatic screwdriver which 
makes in possible to let the screws disappear all the way in the sur-
face of the sign - you can fi nd it in our onlineshop!

Trim protruding foils and deburr sign edges in one step. The edge 
width can be infl uenced depending on the angle of incidence of the 
cutting surface. The hardened blade is both adjustable and repla-
ceable. Ideal for aluminum composite, acrylic and rigid foam panels.

P-Glas Twin

Cut and deburr acrylic or plexiglass in one tool. 

P-Glas Twin Set

Whether measuring, marking, scribing, „cutting“ or deburring ... 
With our set you are perfectly equipped and you will not lack anyt-
hing when it comes to your use on plexiglass / acrylic glass.

Whether measuring, marking, scribing, „cutting“ or deburring ... 
With our set you are perfectly equipped and you will not lack anyt-
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EasyEdge Corner Crew

Yello V-Trim

SignTrim Family

EasyPress

P-Glass Refi ner

P-Glas equipment

EasyDrill Mini

EasyEdge

EasyEdge Flexi

The specially hardened punching knives are extremely robust and 
can be easily exchanged. Effortless punching in rigid foam and alu-
minum composite panels (Dibond), PVC, laminate, paper and much 
more. Available in different versions.

The V-shaped trimmer effortlessly deburrs steel, aluminium, copper, 
brass, etc. up to a thickness of 10 mm on both sides in a single ope-
ration. The durable blade is of course interchangeable.

Deburing tools with rotating blade.

Attach banner eyelets quickly and easily.

The P-Glass Refi ner is a small hand-held gas burner with a variable 
spacer, which can be adapted individually to the respective acrylic 
glass thickness.

Ceramic SpareBlade for the P-GlasTwin or Steel SpareBlade for the 
P-GlasTwin - you can fi nd it in our onlineshop.

Drilling template for materials up to 6 mm thickness. The drilling 
template made of hardened tool steel holds your drill exactly where 
you want it to drill and not a millimeter next to it.

A tool that punches through panels, laminate, paper and more! It‘s 
being delivered without the blade!

The stable hand punch effortlessly rounds corners of Dibond, Forex 
or Polysterol. Available in two different variants: R6 or R10.

EasyEdge Corner Crew

The specially hardened punching knives are extremely robust and 
can be easily exchanged. Effortless punching in rigid foam and alu-
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SignPad Set HD

YelloGrommets Chrom / Messing

PowerPunch 
Corner R40

PowerPunch 
Corner 4

PowerPunch 
Corner R3035

PowerPunch 
Hole Exchange

PowerPunch Hole

BannerFix HD

Banner equipment

Fast mounting, holds on to all smooth surfaces, high capacity - up 
tp 20kg (44lb) per „Pad“, weatherproof and universally usable.

Even cutting eyelets for Easypress in brass and chrom. 
Diameter: 11mm.

Round corners with 
40 mm radius.

The heavy-duty 
CornerRounder cuts 
radii of 8mm, 12mm, 
16mm und 25mm.

Punches with only one 
insert plate two different 
radii: 30mm and 35mm

Available in four different 
sizes: 4 mm, 6 mm, 8 mm 
und 10mm.

Suitable hole modul for 
the PowerPunch with 
three different hole sizes:
4 mm, 6 mm and 8 mm.

A 60 cm long banner holder that can be attached to almost anything 
with the included suction cup!

Everything about banner equipment - available in our online shop.

PowerPunch

PowerPunch Sets

Stable punching tool for different 
punching modules.

• More than four tons of pressure
• Cuts aluminum, brass, copper  
   and even STEEL
• Four different radiuses: 8, 12, 
  16 and 25 mm

• Corner R40 Set
• Corner 3035 Set
• Corner 4 Set
• Hole Set

Banner equipment

Everything about banner equipment - available in our online shop.

BannerFix HD

A 60 cm long banner holder that can be attached to almost anything 
with the included suction cup!

Stable punching tool for different 

• More than four tons of pressure
• Cuts aluminum, brass, copper  

• Four different radiuses: 8, 12, 

The heavy-duty 

PowerPunch Sets
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STORAGESTORAGE

V-Bracket Tube

V-Bracket Roll n‘ Cut

Vertigo-System

A-Tube Stopper

YelloMonkey 6er/12er

V-Bracket WaveHolder

V-Bracket EasyReach

Easy as pie storing and taking out films with our standard-bracket.

Put the dispenser on every desired position with this bracket.

The probably most innovative and flexible film storage 
system for sign-makers and digital printers! Whatever 
you want to store - no matter the weight, the length, 
the height & how far from each other: 

Vertigo is made out of “system bars” and movable 
“brackets” to store your foils on. Brackets have dif-
ferent “abilities” according to how you want to store 
your films.

Stoppers for foil roll holders Aluminium bars. 
Makes roll-shifting impossible.

The simple to mount wooden brackets “grab” prints with a little wooden 
sphere and keep them safe while drying, outgassing or simply “parking”. 
Available is our “print/foil-monkey” For 6 or 12 prints. 

No pressure marks on film rolls due to integral foam inserts.

Easy as pie storing and taking out vinyl of even long 
and heavy rolls. Stepless adjustable.

Vinyl rolls are often not stored properly. You should change that to protect your 
slides and work faster. With the right storage system for vinyl rolls you have the 
right roll always within reach. 
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YelloSpare Brackets

CosyRack Tube

CosyRack EasyReach

VertiGo Mobil Stepless

YelloSpare Rack

For coreless spare vinyls

The YelloSpare Brackets are 
pretty versatile, since you can 
mount them either upright on 
any wall or even flat underne-
ath your worktable.

It is available in varying width and adjustable in height, low priced 
and a great opportunity to archive your articles. 

The very stable glued wood construction holds a load up to 200kg 
(440lb). Same as with the other racks you can decide if you want to 
purchase a whole System with included aluminium tubes or simply 
the laterals with holders.

It is a vinyl storage system you can put together individual. 

You can combine the Racks also with the neat TreeMaxx MultiPlug 
- so you can store Rolls of different Lengths in just one CosyRack 
as well! How cool to have a modular concept!

A storage rack with 110cm (3.6 feet) length! Holds up to 15 rolls!

The VertigoMobil combines the positive characteristics of our 
mobile film rack TREEMAXX with the flexibility of the VertigoRack 
system - i.e. the adjustability of the distances between film to 
film. So this rack is also ready to store each film roll perfectly and 
space-saving. The VertiGo Mobile is available in three versions: 
110cm, 140cm and 165cm

YelloSpare Racks are designed to host eight 
coreless filmrolls and work awesome as a wall-
mounted racks. However you want to store 
them - on the wall, rollable on the floor, under 
your table - we have the right device for you.
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Twister

TwisterMaxi 16

TwisterClick

TwisterRondo

TwisterMagnum

Twister Single

TwisterWallmount

TwisterStripe Floor

Make an end to domino effect in your foil stock. Our Twisters keep your 
rolls upright and neat next to the plotter. Available in 4 versions for 3” and 
2” film roll cores. Size: L=550 x W=550 x H260mm. 11,2lbs. “Carries” up 
to 400lbs.

The “big one” of Twisters. Stores up to 16 film rools in different widths. 
With 5 high-performance castors. Base plate: 720 x 720 mm Weight: 
19lbs. “Carries” up to 500lbs.

With its patented connection system you can easily click your Twisters 
together to a “Twister-train” Size: W=550 x L=550 x H=260mm. 
“Carries” up to 400lbs.

First round Twister. For 12 rolls of 2” OR 3” cores. Size: diameter 635mm x 
635mm H= 260mm. “Carries” up to 400lbs.

Stores 12 vinyl rolls. On castors. 360°rotation plate. Size: L=660mm x 
W=660mm x H=300mm. “Carries” up to 400lbs.

This little transport dolly in 2“ and 3” was built to roll your heavy media 
right toyour “Turnstation”.

Store up to 9 rolls (max length: 600mm) easy, safe and comfortable on your wall. 
Every cross “carries” up to 20lbs. Size: L=550mm * W= 550mm * H= 260mm.

Slim solution for fi lm storage. The rollable Floor rack comes with our 
high-performance swivel casters „made in Germany“.

TwisterStripe Wall
Foil storage on the wall - Whether horizontal or vertical, just decide for yourself!

TwisterMaxi 16

to 400lbs.

The “big one” of Twisters. Stores up to 16 film rools in different widths. 
With 5 high-performance castors. Base plate: 720 x 720 mm Weight: 
19lbs. “Carries” up to 500lbs.

TwisterClick
With its patented connection system you can easily click your Twisters 
together to a “Twister-train” Size: W=550 x L=550 x H=260mm. 
“Carries” up to 400lbs.

1. 2. 3.
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Twister Paket

TwisterMaxi Paket

Twister VEGO Bracket

Treemaxx MultiPlug

YelloBoard Rack

Attractive set for 2” OR 3” rolls, including fitting MediaCards (9x) & Speed-
Clips (9x SpeedClip & 9x SpeedClip XXL).

Attractive set including: 1x TwisterMaxi (2” o. 3”), 16x SpeedClip, 
16x SpeedClip XXL, 78x SpeedPatch single, 6x MediaCards ( 2” o. 3”).

With the Twister VEGO Bracket you can store 18 film rolls on only 0.3 
square meters of space! Available in two sizes: for 2“ film cores & 3“ film 
cores.

Makes storing of rolls 300mm shorter than maximum rolls possible.

A double-sided version (available with or without casters) as well as a spa-
ce-saving single-sided wallmounted version. Both models are extendable 
to any desired length and, due to the patented quick release fasteners, 
shipping is pretty inexpensive as well. 

The basic model is 190cm (74.8“) wide, and can easily store sheets up to 
300cm (10ft.) in length.

YelloSpare Box

YelloBoard Rack

A double-sided version (available with or without casters) as well as a spa-
ce-saving single-sided wallmounted version. Both models are extendable 
to any desired length and, due to the patented quick release fasteners, 
shipping is pretty inexpensive as well. 

The basic model is 190cm (74.8“) wide, and can easily store sheets up to 
300cm (10ft.) in length.

YelloBoard Rack

A double-sided version (available with or without casters) as well as a spa-
ce-saving single-sided wallmounted version. Both models are extendable 
to any desired length and, due to the patented quick release fasteners, 
shipping is pretty inexpensive as well. 

The basic model is 190cm (74.8“) wide, and can easily store sheets up to 
300cm (10ft.) in length.

This clever construction allows you to store up to 28 coreless 
vinyls in any possible way. 

It´s up to you, if you want to tore your precious mishmash at 
your Shopwall (WALL), fixed on the shopfloor (BOX) or even 
as a flexible cart (DOLLY)
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TwisterBloc 3“

Adhesive film roll lifter for 
effortless work. 

The extremely sturdy 
stainless steel plate lifts 
even the heaviest film 
rolls, and the lightweight 
aluminum handle ensures 
perfect ergonomics and 
leverage.

The „Mammoth-Rack“ 
among the Twister-Family. 

Stand-alone allows the Cliff-
hanger storeing up to 48 Rolls 
(max. 60cm). Of course - it´s a 
modular System. So, you can 
place them right next to each 
other. 

Due to this, you are able to 
build an almost endless Vinyl-
warehouse.

This rollable “Upright-Twis-
ter” carries a total of 48 
Rolls,up to 63 cm (24.8”) at 
narrowest room. 

Equipped with Stop-Cas-
ters „Made in Germany“, it 
brings perfect visual control 
to your vinyl stock.

Available for 3“ cores. Holds 
up to 400 kg (881 lbs).

EasyMedia Lift SpeedTimber Rack

Dimensions: 105cm x 60cm x 190cm (L x W x H)

Space for 42 rolls// 20 rolls up to 60cm/23,62“ and 22 rolls up to 
120cm/47,24“ (15 kg). Maximum load capacity of 250 kg

TwisterCliffhanger 3“

Twister VEGO Bracket
Put this „double cross“ onto the film roll of a Twister - this doubles the sto-
rage capacity of your film roll holder. 
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TwisterBloc 3“

Treemaxx EasyReach

One-man operation due to special lifting 
technology. Installed meter counter 
helps you to cut films exactly to the 
desired length.

• Stores up to 14 rolls
• Rigid stand
• Holds up to 400 kg (881 lbs)
• Made in Germany

TreeMaxx EasyReach Pro

With our all-new closure technology, ´s pretty simple to re-
ach your media rolls. Just grab the Rolls in the middle – lift 
them up and done! 

The same if you want to restore them again: Just place the 
core in the left-hand wood-pin and easy slip it in the right-
hand Flip-Bracket! That´s it!

Holds up to 400 kg (881 lbs).

TwisterTable

A twister for under the table.

Maximum capacity: 16 Rolls in 60cm (24”). Holds up to 
160 kg (353 lbs). 2” core version available as well.

TreeMaxx Tube

This is our “BigBoy” with easy rolling storage of up to 15 
Rolls of media up to 5.2 feet wide! 

The heavy-duty construction of dense Birch Multiplex ma-
terial, one of the hardest hardwoods, makes Tree-Maxx as 
tough as it is good-looking. 

TreeMaxx comes in 4 ready to assemble sizes and is fully 
A-Tube compatible.

• Affordable and space efficient
• Super easy assembly
• Diverse storage options
• Glued-and-screwed construction
• Holds up to 400 kg (881 lbs)
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MediaLid

SpeedClip PINK single

SpeedClip PINK (50er Pack)

SpeedPatches

SpeedClip 2.0 (50er Pack)

SpeedClip 2.0 (single)

Lean MediaMag

MediaMeter Star

A solid 3“ lid with an eraseable or changeable sticker and a handy parking 
magnet.

The clips in pink version that hold your vinyl rolls in place without leaving 
marks or paint residue on the product!
Holds rolls up to 50 meters (164 feet) in length! L or XXL

Foil roll holder in pink 50 pieces in a bag - optionally L or XL.

Perfect Protection of your medias. For retrofitting our proven speed clips.

Foil roll holder 50 pieces in a bag - optionally L or XL.

The clips that hold your vinyl rolls in place without leaving marks or paint 
residue on the product!
Holds rolls up to 50 meters (164 feet) in length! L or XXL

The heavy-duty magnets holds this genius “park-assistant” right where 
you need it. The Lean MediaMag offers space for three MediaCards.

Just plug the unit in a core of a vinyl roll and read on the scale how much 
vinyl is still left on the roll. It‘s really that easy. The best part of our im-
proved MediaMeter Star is, that you now can easily put together your 
individual scale-set online.

Take control of the rolls in your shop with our new MediaCards, available 
for 2- or 3-inch rolls, with large easy-to-read spaces for a variety of useful 
and time-saving information.

MediaCards 2“/3“/Hook
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CLEANINGCLEANING

YelloDusty

PowerCleaner 12“

PowerCleaner Pad

PowerCleaner Pad Holder

PowerCleaner 6“

GeckoClean 250 ml

Antistatic Fluid

Antistatic Set

Removes dust more cleanly than any other wipe. Yello Dusty is ideal 
for digital printing, vinyl graphics, vehicle vinyl/paint preparation – 
and even cleaning your computer monitor!

The space-age, high-tack cleaning roller made off steel, that remo-
ves static and dust. Power Cleaner 12“ in aluminum or plastic.

Cleaning Pads for our PowerCleaner.

The high-effi cient „Park-Bracket“ for Pad´s and Rollers. That´s how 
you store your PowerCleaner effi cient, clean and professional!

The space-age, high-tack cleaning roller made off steel, that remo-
ves static and dust. Power Cleaner 6“ in aluminum or plastic.

Dust Remover for our X-Treme Mat Products.

AntiStatic Fluid is made of surface-active and anti-electrostatic sub-
stances based on vegetable fat acid diluted in aqueous solution.

The Set includes: PowerCleaner 12“ Alu, PowerCleaner Pad 12“, 
Antistatik Fluid C 250ml, ProWrap Antistatik, Koffer, FREE Cutting-
Mat Antistatic Muster, FREE PadHolder.

In our Sign Making Shop we offer you the best detergents for Car Wrapping, even 
for antistatic cleaning. Because vinyls or digital prints on your car or an adver-
tising sign will adhere dependably only on a clean, grease-free surface.
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Yellowipe Air

YelloFluid SurfaceCleaner

NanoEx

YelloFrog

EasyClean Set

YelloJack

YelloOrange Aerosol

YelloFleece Pro

YelloQuickStick

„Yellowipe Air“ soaks up twice as much water as usual toweletts, 
because of its special structure!

Vinyl and car wrap pre-cleaner in available in 3 different forms.

PH-neutral cleansing milk dissolves up to 98% of all commercially 
available Nano-sealing.

It‘s the perfect all-around cleaner for vehicles, your shop or even 
your home. Plus it‘s super- effective and environmentally-friendly.

100% isopropanol cleaner to degrease surfaces.

Citrus cleaner/degreaser which removes even the toughest adhe-
sives.

Extremely wet- and tear-resistant cellulose cloths. 60 cloths in dis-
penser.

The cleaning-to-go set consists of YelloOrange in a 35ml aerosol 
can, one of the great YelloBlades plus a sheet of the stiff but soft 
YelloFleece Pro

With the paint test pen „YelloQuickStick“ you can test the surface 
tension in next to no time.
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FACTORY EQUIPMENTFACTORY EQUIPMENT

YelloGear Sash

YelloGear BaseSet

YelloGear LineSet

YelloGear RobinBoes Set

YelloGear All-in Set

YelloGear TriplePouch

YelloGear Base

YelloGear Belt

Infi nitely adjustable shoulder strap with full velcro applications.This 
belt serves either for the direct placement of individual tools or as a 
carrying system for the base plate „YelloGear Base“. Of course sui-
table for right- and left-handers.The sash offers high wearing com-
fort, fatigue-free working and keeps your tools always within reach.

These two sets are a good starting base for a variety of confi gurati-
ons. The 9-piece set differ only in the method of wearing. While the 
„Sash-Set“ can be worn around the torso with a velcro sash, wear 
the „Belt-Set“ around the hips with the velcro belt included.

With these two sets you keep your tools even closer! The standard 
equipment of the two sets includes MagPatch, Quiver, BigPouch, 
TripleMini, TriplePouch as well as either the YelloGear Belt or alter-
natively the YelloGear Sash.

Wrap professional Robin was instrumental in the development of the 
overall concept and he introduces his personal combination. The 
YelloGear set „Robin Boes“ consists of the single elements Sash, 
Quiver, BigPouch, Triple Mini, Triple Pouch and YelloGear Base.

In this box you will fi nd all components from our YelloGear series.

The TriplePouch is a single bag with a sturdy hardshell back measu-
ring 95 mm (width) and 175 mm (length). It has three sewn-out indi-
vidual slots for knives, tweezers, bubble poppers, pens and more. 
The slots are suitable for holding round tools and pin-like objects up 
to 17 mm in diameter.

This base plate in the size 30 x 26 cm is made of sturdy sewn indus-
trial high-performance textile and is provided on the outside across 
its entire surface with the proven loop fabric. On the back there is 
a 40 mm hook-and-loop strap that attaches the base to YelloGear 
Sash, YelloGear Belt or WallBracket.

It is simply placed around the hips without straps and hooked thus 
remaining fl exible with the ability to rotate at any angle. The top-side 
fl y-on application allows you to pad and secure all YelloGear modu-
les. It‘s just fun to upgrade and work with this system. The belt is 
120 cm long and 7.5 cm wide.

Whether car, boat, wall, window or building - your Sign Making Tools should al-
ways be there where you need them. We’ve met this challenge and developed the 
perfect Tool Bag System for the Sign Making industry.

YelloGear BaseSet
These two sets are a good starting base for a variety of confi gurati-
ons. The 9-piece set differ only in the method of wearing. While the 
„Sash-Set“ can be worn around the torso with a velcro sash, wear 
the „Belt-Set“ around the hips with the velcro belt included.

YelloGear LineSet

With these two sets you keep your tools even closer! The standard 

natively the YelloGear Sash.

With these two sets you keep your tools even closer! The standard 
equipment of the two sets includes MagPatch, Quiver, BigPouch, 
TripleMini, TriplePouch as well as either the YelloGear Belt or alter-

With these two sets you keep your tools even closer! The standard 
equipment of the two sets includes MagPatch, Quiver, BigPouch, 
TripleMini, TriplePouch as well as either the YelloGear Belt or alter-
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YelloGear TripleMini

YelloGear Quiver

YelloGear BigPouch

YelloGear SmallPouch

YelloGear PocketClear

YelloGear PocketBlack

YelloGear TapeHolder

YelloGear ToolBox

YelloGear MagPatch

A sturdily stitched fl ex plate with three stretch tape holders for cut-
ters, knives, pens, tweezers and other small tools. 85 x 65 mm small, 
it fi ts on any of our modules to the YelloStrap Pro.

Funnel-shaped hard shell for small, sharp tools like Knifes, Cutter 
and More.

Even larger objects like screw packs or multiple squeegees at once 
can be attached thanks to the large velcro bag BigPouch.

The SmallPouch is - as the name implies - a small single bag with 
sturdy hardshell back and an elastic bag in the dimensions 70 mm 
(width) and 80 mm (depth). The fabric can be stretched up to 40 
mm.

YelloGear PocketBlack and YelloGear PocketClear are lockable tool 
bags for holding multiple squeegees, cell phones, rangefi nders, 
multiple cutters or pens and much more.

YelloGear PocketBlack and YelloGear PocketClear are lockable tool 
bags for holding multiple squeegees, cell phones, rangefi nders, 
multiple cutters or pens and much more.

The TapeHolder is a sturdy steel handle, riveted to a mounting plate 
with velcro application. All types of retaining clips, such as measu-
ring tapes, handsets and more.

A qualitative and stable toolbox for all of our tools.

Four strong magnets hold metal handles fi rmly in place. Thanks to 
the velcro application, the MagPatch, like the other modules, can 
be placed and used anywhere on the straps. The effective area is 
approx. 60 x 60 mm.
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YelloCase 2.0 complete

YelloBelt ProWrap Family

YelloBelt

YelloCase 6 

YelloStrap Pro

YelloGear SteelPatch

YelloGear Clipper

YelloCase 20

YelloCase empty

In this set we have tried to put together a small selection of tools 
for a perfect start. Whether for measuring, cutting, squeegeeing or 
deburring signs, hopefully there is something for everyone that will 
make your heart beat faster and make your everyday work easier.

Belt-pocket specially made for vehicle wrappers in orange, pink and 
black. Great features: rivet-free surface, heavy-duty nylon fabric, 8 
different pockets, completely closable with velcro, and more.

10 pockets, highclass quality bag with included belt which length 
you can adjust.

Our new, practical synthetic leather bags with embossed logo for 
safe storage of your favorite tools. Six fl exible strap tabs hold cut-
ters, wrap sticks, tweezers and much more.

Our new, practical synthetic leather bags with embossed logo for 
safe storage of your favorite tools. 20 fl exible strap tabs hold cut-
ters, wrap sticks, tweezers and much more.

The „Pro“ is an extension of our bestseller YelloStrap and comes 
with 9 strong magnets. So you can park even more tools on your 
wrist.

This module of the YelloGear Tool Pouch System allows you to park 
your wrap magnets where they are perfectly accessible, our Steel-
Patches are recommended! A sturdy steel disc of 50 x 50 mm enca-
sed in industrial textile.

With this Clipper, all modules of the YelloGear Tool Pouch System 
Family can also be fastened individually to your pants or belt. So 
you can use all modules completely independent of the YelloGear 
Belt or YelloGear Sash.

In here everything‘s organized and keeping it like this is now very 
easy.
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YelloPurse

YelloBelt ToolSet I

SignToolBox Set

17 YelloTools in pink - a „girls edition“.

Our popular „ToolBag“ YelloBelt „ offers plenty of space for every 
tool and is always ready to hand.

SignToolBox Set - 37 pieces.

SignToolBox

A high-quality and stable tool box for all of our tools with great new 
features such as a new design, a metal plate to attach our magnets, 
a steel clip for our tape measure, a removable cover with a slot for 
carrying and also a shoulder strap.

SignToolBox

A high-quality and stable tool box for all of our tools with great new 
features such as a new design, a metal plate to attach our magnets, 
a steel clip for our tape measure, a removable cover with a slot for 
carrying and also a shoulder strap.

SignToolBox

A high-quality and stable tool box for all of our tools with great new 
features such as a new design, a metal plate to attach our magnets, 
a steel clip for our tape measure, a removable cover with a slot for 
carrying and also a shoulder strap.

CarWrap Set

YelloCase Blade Set

YelloCase Tweezer Set 6

YelloCase Z-WrapSet

WrapStick Set Deluxe

Just try all the SpareBlades that Yellotools has to offer from our Yel-
loCase Blade Set with the YelloCut Master.

YelloCase Tweezer Set 6 - our special carwrap- and signmaker-
tweezers in a set!

14-pieces Car Wrapping Set.

Our great friend and incredible Wrapmaster Zigrid Tijunelis with Si-
gnmakertools Canada showed us his favourite little Toolbox for Car-
wrap Applications and insoired us to this Casebox.

Squeegee pens for professional vehicle wrapping in a 
high-quality pencil case for safe storage.
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LeanRuler Bracket

YelloBench to-go

YelloBench Basic

Bracket for safety rulers for wall and sub-table mounting.

The worktable to go.

The worktable is dismountable and comes with brackets for your 
SafetyRuler all around the bench.

MagTool Tray

In this case, we have designed a high quality and sturdy tool tray 
with strong adhesive magnets for use on vehicles. In this magnetic 
tool tray you can easily „park“ your squeegees or cutting tools for 
vehicle wrapping.

ProHold

EasyCord

BeltMag

EasyCord Plug

Magnetic bracelet - no more screws, drills or bits in your mouth.

Tool holder - A system that always holds your tool in the right place 
therfore no more painful searching for anything!

The magnet solution for your belt pouch.

Replacement plug for squeegee holder with drawstring.
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CAR WRAPPINGCAR WRAPPING

TemperScan

HeatCage S Plain

WrapGun II

WrapGun II Set

CableFlyer

YelloTemper ProWrap

WrapGun Case

WrapGun Mag

Slip-on temperature scanner for the WrapGun II.

Practical protective cap & spacer for your carwrapping hot air dryer.

Hot air gun for Car Wrapping and Signmaking.

The perfect complete set for carwrapping professionals with 5% 
purchasing advantage compared to the single purchase!

No more trapped power cables with the help of our new CableFlyer.

Tis tool offers you the possibility to use the temperature gauge in 
continuous operation by means of the switch we have installed. This 
way you don‘t have to constantly operate the switch to measure the 
perfect temperature and you have both hands free!

Storage box for the WrapGun II.

The practical magnet holder for your hot air blower.

CarWrappers all around the world come to us and tell us what they really need to do a 
perfect wrap job. Your wish is our command. That is why we are constantly developing 
new products for Vehicle Foiling and Sign Making that will make your job as easy as 
possible!possible!possible!
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LowRider

GladiBelt

WrapJet Easy-Set

WrapJet Easy SpareTank

YelloShuttle Set

YelloShuttle

LowRider Extension

WrapJet HeatGun Head

WrapJet HeatGun Set

Rollable workshop stool for optimal wrapping of sills, bumpers and 
wheel arches.

Practical hot air gun holder.

The H2O-poor gas mix of our cartridges guarantees a „stutter-free“ 
gas fl ame. Ideal for the tricky work of Car Wrapping.

Gas replacement cartridge for the WrapJet Easy.

The YelloShuttle Complete Set. Heating and measuring with one 
hand during carwrapping.

Heating and measuring is possible with one tool and one hand in 
vehicle foiling.

The booster seat for our bestseller 
„LowRider“! 

Hot air attachment for the WrapJet Easy-Set.

Our practical Carwrapping Set consists of the WrapJet Easy-Set 
and the WrapJet HeatGun Head.

LowRiderLowRider

Rollable workshop stool for optimal wrapping of sills, bumpers and 
wheel arches.

LowRider

Rollable workshop stool for optimal wrapping of sills, bumpers and 
wheel arches.
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WrapStep Set

WrapStep Walk

LaserLion Tray Single / Double

WrapStep

WrapWalk

Secure bonding to vehicles with our „WrapStep“ stair ladder
Now available as set

Connection element for our WrapStep variants

Mounting arm for one or two laser heads.

Due to the special skid design, the WrapStep can even be pushed 
into the vehicle with the door open. Rubberized edges prevent da-
mage to the body and vehicle parts.

Secure bonding at vehicles with our „WrapWalk“ platform - expan-
dable in width and height!

LaserLion SignSet Green/Red LaserLion WrapSet Green/RedWrapTower

Customize your tool tower 
individually by selecting the 
various tool 
modules to suit 
your jobs and 
preferences 
based on your 
required tools.

The set includes:

• LaserLion Base 
(base plate)

• LaserLion Bar 
200 (2m profi le)

• LaserLion Tray 
Single (laser holder)

• 1 x LaserLion 
Green or LaserLion 
Red (laser head 
green or red)

The set includes:

• LaserLion Base 
(base plate)

• LaserLion Bar 200 
(2m profi le)

• LaserLion Tray 
Double (laser holder)

• 1 x LaserLion 
Green or LaserLi-
on Red (laser head 
green or red)

various tool 
modules to suit 
your jobs and 
preferences 
based on your 
required tools.

• LaserLion Base 
(base plate)

• LaserLion Bar 
200 (2m profi le)

• LaserLion Tray 
Single (laser holder)

• 1 x LaserLion 
Green or LaserLion 
Red (laser head 
green or red)

various tool 
modules to suit 
your jobs and 
preferences 
based on your 
required tools.

• LaserLion Base 
(base plate)

• LaserLion Bar 
200 (2m profi le)

• LaserLion Tray 
Single (laser holder)

• 1 x LaserLion 
Green or LaserLion 
Red (laser head 
green or red)

Single (laser holder)

Green or LaserLion 

• LaserLion Bar 200 

Double (laser holder)

• LaserLion Bar 200 

Double (laser holder)

Example image
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WrapCrib Slim

BumperRacer Set

DoorHandle Remover

TaperClip

WrapCrib Disc

GrabHandle Remover

YelloShear Orbit

Lockable mini pliers with geared beak 
point.

Template for marking excess fi lm.

Hook tool for removing door handles.

This funny gadget allows you to fasten all kinds of 3”-cored tape 
rolls right on your belt or waistband.

Lockable mini pliers with geared plate 
point.

Tool for removing headliners and many 
other attachments.

YelloShear Orbit - professional, curved 
shear for car wrappers!

YelloGuide Flexi

The ingenious 16-in-1 sign making multi-tool for internal and 
external distance cuts. With the YelloGuide Flexi you can cut along 
an inner or outer contour with a distance of 3, 4 or 5 mm.

YelloLip Cutter

Squeegee insert with integrated BodyGuardKnife cutting shoe for 
our popular YelloTwin Base.
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EasyApplyFluid

WrapStraight Cut Black

WrapDefender

WrapDefender 45R / 45L

WrapDefender Grip

WrapDefender Loony

WrapDefender Mini

WrapDefender SuperSet

The application fl uid with two different „openening times“ and two 
different fl avours.

The car wrapping spatula for clean and precise distance cuts. 
Available in three versions: 1 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm.

The WrapDefender is the fi rst safety knife for vehicle fl ippers with 
which you can easily cut curves, for example to trim the foil with 
paper in the wheel house. The easy to change, super-sharp and 
stainless steel scalpel blade is superior to any cutter blade.

Perfect for making cuts in hard-to-reach areas where the handle would 
be in the way. With a left or right bend.

Perfect for working with wrapping gloves. The handle makes it ea-
sier to grip the tool and it is easier to guide it.

Perfect for cuts behind components / areas in front of it, such as ra-
diators, furniture, window frames, car parts.

Shorter version of the original Wrap Defender. Ergonomic handle and 
perfect for filigree cuts.

This Set includes all WrapDefender version, a replacement head 
and spare blades.

30WrapGuide

With this 30 degree squeegee stencil and the matching, water-
proof EasyDot WindowDry, you can quickly and easily draw a 
„cheat sheet“ on your squeegee.
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YelloCase Z-WrapSet

WrapBar-ezee

Wrap-U-ezee Flat

Wrap-U-ezee Bumper

Wrap-U-ezee Slight-in

Wrap-U-ezee

YelloCase Blade Set

SpeedMag HD

YelloCase Tweezer Set 6

Wrapmaster Zigrid Tijunelis with Signmakertools Canada showed us 
his favourite little Toolbox for Carwrap Applications and insoired us 
to this Casebox.

Foil stretching aid. Thanks to the acrylic 
glass applications, you can perfectly pre-
tension and cover your fi lms on fenders, 
protruding edges or more complex parts.

Foiling aid for GPS antenna on the car. With the help of the new 
Wrap-U-ezee Flat, many add-on parts can now be wrapped directly 
on the vehicle without disassembly.

With our new Wrap-U-ezee Bumper you 
can wrap bumper corners or very large 
chassis parts.

For wrapping dismantled vehicle parts To use the Wrap-U-ezee 
Slight-in´s, you don´t have to buy one of the Boards. You can also 
go with an optional Benchbraket or a single Wallmount Bracket.

Foiling aid for protruding vehicle parts. The special feature here is 
that the fi lms can be evenly pre-stretched and the danger of over-
stretching in certain areas is extremely reduced.

Just try all the SpareBlades that Yellotools has to offer from our Yel-
loCase Blade Set with the YelloCut Master

Powerful Magnet - Allows transfer work unassisted. 

We put together your favourite 6 tweezers for you. Our special twee-
zers for carwrap and signmaking are now available as a set in our 
new and practical synthetic leather bag.
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PPF Sandwich

APE DuoRed

APE DuoGreen

This squeegee, which is actually unusually thin for PPF or tinted fi lm 
applications, is nevertheless stable enough to exert optimum pres-
sure on the squeegee edge. For large areas it guarantees fatigue-
free work. Thanks to its pointed edge ergonomics, it enables optimal 
working out of the adhesive up to the edges.

Squeegee for PPF. The two-layer construction gives stability and 
fl exibility at the same time. Different edge grindings of 30, 45 and 
90 degrees allow different pressures to be applied. The DuoRed the 
softer version.

Squeegee for PPF. The two-layer construction gives stability and 
fl exibility at the same time. Different edge grindings of 30, 45 and 
90 degrees allow different pressures to be applied. The DuoGreen 
is the harder version.

YelloPEG System

The new generation of WRAP. Since all items in this System are individual, you can build your own 
personal “WrapWall”. The Boards are available either as a single unit or as a triple board. But no 
matter what, you can extend the single to a double, a triple to a quadripartite and so on.
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EasyPump

APE T-Buffer

APE ApplePotion

APE MagCarpet

APE FoamPotion

EasyPump Foam

Pressure pump sprayer. The special seals of this pump sprayer with-
stand most alcohol cleaners and its spray pattern is adapted to the 
challenges of all kinds of windscreen bonding.

Due to the extremely gliding surface, the fi lm is not „displaced“ du-
ring squeegee operation. So you can simply squeegee away the 
wrinkles that occur when the adhesive is pressed out. The fl exible 
buffer contains an extra thick foam backing in the adhesive layer. 

Perfectly coordinated bonding aid for paint protection fi lm (PPF).

Flexible magnetic carpet with eight strong magnets. It hugs curves, 
has a high adhesive force and can no longer „roll away“ under the 
vehicle.

Perfectly coordinated bonding aid for paint protection fi lm (PPF).
The foam „stands“ longer than any normal liquid and it creates a 
„distance“ between the fi lm/adhesive and the substrate.

Pressure pump container with special head. The foaming degree 
is adjustable on three levels - SNOW FOAM (solid foam), MOUSSE 
FOAM (medium foam) and HYDRO FOAM (liquid foam).

Ape Set-PPF III

Ape Set-PPF II

Ape Set-PPF I

XXL-Paint protection fi lm set. For all those who start completely 
NEW, we offer the Ape Set-PPF III consisting of Ape Set-PPF I and 
Ape Set-PPF II. Herewith you are on the safe side to own the ultima-
te Starter Set and can start right away.

With the Ape Set-PPF II you have the best conditions to pre-clean 
the vehicles perfectly. The set includes the ApeFoamPotion foam 
with the EasyPump Foam and the ApeApple Potion with the corre-
sponding pump spray bottle EasyPump.

Large paint protection fi lm tool set for CarWrapper. We have put 
together a huge selection with our best tools for PPF stonechip 
protection fi lms.
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WrapSlipCut MagicMaster

WrapSlipCut Clipper

WrapSlipCut Mini

Tefl on squeegee with parallel slots. Knife guidance for clean vinyl 
cutting.

Knife guidance and cutting spacer in one Car Wrapping Tool.

Cutting aid for clean parallel cuts.

Lucky FlipperPen Duo

CarWrap Set

WrapTweezer Disc

WrapTweezer Spade

This ingenious Car Wrapping Stick allows you to apply vinyls on the 
door rabbet and edges in general.

Everything you need for a professional Vehicle Foiling - 14-pieces 
Car Wrapping Set.

A tweezer with a geared plate-shaped oint which helps to grap the 
vinyl safely for stretching. The AutoLock variant can also be locked 
to keep your hands as free as possible.

A tweezer with a geared plate-shaped oint which helps to grap the 
vinyl safely for stretching.

YelloQuickStick

Check the surface tension of car paints and signs very fast.

WrapSlipCut Clipper
Knife guidance and cutting spacer in one Car Wrapping Tool.

WrapTweezer AutoLock
a Tweezer with a geared spade-shaped point which helps to grap 
the vinyl safely for stretching. The AutoLock variant can also be lo-
cked to keep your hands as free as possible.
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WrapFinger

SnugPad

YelloTape Start

The Car Wrapping Glove for one single fi nger!

Sitting and Kneeling Mat for Signmakers in three variants.

The little helper to open the „Knifeless Tapes“.

MagTool Tray

PrintEx Pen

SensorCut Flexi

StrikerSet

WrapSun Power

WrapBend-it

Magnetic tool tray with strong adhesive magnets for use on vehicles.

Remove ink stains or other small mistakes on your digital print in no 
time!

Practical cutting template for parking sensors.

27-piece tool set for the disassembly of car interior lining, trim or 
door handles.

Infrared heater for heating up the vinyl.

Shaped wire for copying vehicle contours.

WrapBend-it

Shaped wire for copying vehicle contours.

StrikerSet

WrapSun Power
Infrared heater for heating up the vinyl.

StrikerSet
27-piece tool set for the disassembly of car interior lining, trim or 

StrikerSet

PrintEx Pen

Remove ink stains or other small mistakes on your digital print in no 
time!

PrintEx Pen

Remove ink stains or other small mistakes on your digital print in no 
time!
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GloveMaxx ProWrap

Fineline Tape

YelloBlade Handle 360

LacyTip Family

GeckoPatch

PowerTape Family

YelloOpen

YelloGloves

These specially designed gloves have a four times higher gliding 
performance than conventional Car Wrapping gloves due to their 
„wet feeling effect“.

High-quality Crepe and Cutting Tape in different versions.

 The foil removal tool YelloBlade Handle 360 now contains the Yello-
Blade 360 in a round shape and also does not leave any scratches 
or damage. The corresponding handle fi ts ergonomically perfectly 
in the hand.

With the LacyTips you can easily lift rubber lips or apply vinyl on 
hard-to-reach areas.

You want to make non-magnetic, even surfaces like windows, fi -
berglass assemblies, aluminum hoods or plastic doors „magnetic“ 
- just press our GeckoPatch on and continue to use your magnets 
as usual.

Yellotools Tapes in different versions.

The variable holding system for doors and fl aps. Available in three 
versions.

High quality nylon gloves for car wrapping & sign making.

PowerTape Family

Yellotools Tapes in different versions.

PowerTape Family

Yellotools Tapes in different versions.
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The Car Wrapping Tool #1 for lifting rubber gaskets.
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WrapStick Station / Mag

WrapStick Wings

Squeegee pen holder for wall mounting or as a magnetic version.
There are two magnets on the WrapStick station so that you can 
park the holder on the vehicle at any time.

Matching protections for the WrapSticks in different version: poly 
and tefl on. 
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WrapStick Family

All Squeegee Pens in a set. Available in
the normal edition and deluxe edition 
with a leader bag.

The tiny squeegee in 18 different ver-
sion and 5 different shore degrees.

WrapStick SetsWrapStick FamilyWrapStick Family
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“Do they really manufacture those tools by themselves?”“Do they really manufacture those tools by themselves?”MERCHANDISEMERCHANDISE

YelloMugYelloMug YelloBagYelloBag YelloPicker Jack

T-ShirtsT-Shirts HoodiesHoodies Sweat Jackets

YelloPicker JackYelloPicker Jack

Sweat JacketsSweat JacketsSweat Jackets

Would you like to see more of our merchandise products? 
Then simply scan the QR code and go directly to the 
Merchandise category in our online shop.

YelloPicker JackYelloPicker JackYelloPicker JackYelloPicker Jack

THE LEAN DEALTHE LEAN DEAL

Unbelievable! A textbook that reads like a novel.

Michael Althoff  succeeds in writing in such a remarkable way that on 
every page he seems to look over the shoulder of the reader and enter 
into a dialogue with him beyond the lines read.

For the reader, it is a very exciting and practical experience as the aut-
hor’s magical working world opens up.

Michael Althoff  manages to address several target groups at the same 
time, the representatives of the POWER teams as well as the represen-
tatives of the NAVIGATIONS teams (you have to read for yourself what is 
meant by this).

The world of lean management is opened up in this book as attitude, 
joy of life and work and growth fertilizer for humans and organization.

While I was still reading, I was inclined to change my workplace in the 
sense of lean thinking and lean acting, but then I preferred to read on, 
because the book makes you want more with every page.

With lean it goes on and on and indeed into a desirable world.

You just have to start and keep at it - fi rst by reading, then by doing.

Are you interested in Lean and want to learn 
more about The Lean Deal? Then simply scan 
the QR-Code and go directly to the book in our 
online shop.
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Yes, we do. More than 75% of our products are produced by ourselves in our small but nice manufacture, located in the beauti-
ful “Windecker Ländchen”. During our active time as sign-makers we discovered some funny & innovative improvements. Those 
affected our daily work life so much positively, that we started to produce them in series. As shown in the pictures below we 
develop, design & sell all of our products and we produce most of them with our own machines and technologies. Our injection 
molding machines, CNC-miling machines, CNC-editing, water jet, our master joinery, printers and punches are used with know-
how and passion to make your work life easier.

“Do they really manufacture those tools by themselves?”“Do they really manufacture those tools by themselves?”
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Yellotools GmbHYellotools GmbH (Headquarter)

Wilberhofener Str. 1+3  
D-51570 Windeck 
Phone: +49 (0) 22 92 / 397 40 -0 
Fax: +49 (0) 22 92 / 397 40 49 
E-Mail: sales@yellotools.com

Yellotools Inc.Yellotools Inc.  
7530 Orangewood Ave,  Stanton 
California, USA 
Phone: +1 ( 714 )  273  32  23 
E-Mail: usa@yellotools.com
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With the publication of this catalog, all previous price lists lose their validity. All prices are net, ex works Windeck and plus statutory VAT.  
We accept no liability for printing errors. Changes and errors excepted. Images may differ from the product.
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